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Phoebe Walker '98 explodes with excitement after field hockey defeated Wittenberg in
double overtime. For Homecoming coverage see sports, pages 14-1- 6.
ESTABLISl ED 1856
Kenyon media.
But the goal of the discussion
was never made completely clear
to those in attendance. Carney's
initial invitation was sent on Oct.7
and addressed to those who
wished to "take action in response
to the Rebels on campus."
Overtones of direct confron-
tation with the group and rumors
of a protest began to circulate.
Thursday, Oct. 16, 1997
Students respond to racial incidents
BY JESSICA ANDRUSS
Staff Reporter
A meeting to discuss poten-
tial measures the Kenyon College
student body could take in re-
sponse to the racial incidents
which occurred on campus the
first week in October left one over-
whelmed student asking, "So now
what do we do?" Scott Carney '00
and Stephanie Maier '98, who ar-
ranged the informal gathering,
said that the meeting would unite
the student body and inspire deci-
sive action against racist and in-
tolerant ideas and behavior.
As the last of the 27 students
who attended the meeting filtered
out of Peirce Lounge shortly be-
fore midnight, one wondered if
this goal had been accomplished.
What had begun as a focused
community meeting quickly be-
came a forum for a plethora of
loosely related concerns. Students
inquired about everything from
the safety of students on campus
to the unfair stereotyping Mount
Vernon residents to fears of being
misled by conflicting or incom-
plete reports from the Office of
Security and Safety and other
Most students attending the meet-
ing were unsure of exactly what
would be discussed, and what ac-
tion, if any, would be planned. A
later invitation, also sent from
Carney, mellowed the original in-
tent: "The better we understood
the situation, the less our first idea
seemed to be appropriate." As the
meeting continued, it became clear
see MEETING page two
Annual dues incite debate
among senior class
Some seniors. wonder this time from Jefferson Barlew '98-I- n
Barlew's e-m- ail, the committee's plan to
abOUt lack Of nOn-- spend 15-2- 0 percent of the $60 dues on al
cohol was questioned. Barlew's message
alCOholiC activities so addressed whether non-drinke- rs should
be expected to pay the full $60 fee, if 15- -
BY MAUREEN FOLEY
Staff Reporter
The annual fall rite of collecting senior
dues has sparked a debate over alcohol and
senior activities among members of the
Class of 1998.
The Senior Class Committee, respon-
sible for planning various senior events, is
now reviewing the prominence of alcoholic
beverages in the activities they had planned
for this year in response to the controversy.
The differing views that seniors have
concerning the role alcohol in senior events
first became aparenl two weeks ago alter the
Senior Class Comittee sent out an e-m- ail to
seniors. The e-m- ail message gave the price,
method of billing, and planned expenditure
for the Senior dues.
Shortly alter this e-m- ail was sent, se-
niors received another message about dues.
20percent of that total would be spent on
alcohol they would not consume.
Barlew's message ended by encourag-
ing other seniors who had concerns over how
much of the senior dues would be spent on
alcohol to write him back.
Alter receiving approximately 30 mes-
sages from students sharing his concerns,
Barlew met with the Senior Class Comittee
to discuss the possibility of organizing se-
nior events with less focus on alcoholic con-
sumption. The Senior Class Comittee, hav-
ing no wish to alienate members of the se-
nior class, talked with Barlew about issues
surrounding dues and of solutions to his
concerns.
Barlew applauded the Senior Class
Committee's efforts to ensure that activities
do not alienate various seniors, and says they
have "done an excellent job."
see DUES page two
Senate addresses diversity, library hours and election process
BY MATILDA BODE
Staff Reporter
At the Campus Senate meet-
ing yesterday afternoon, Senate de-
cided that one of the greatest prob-
lems with diversity at Kenyon is
that we are all talk and no action.
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The College Constitution reiter-
ates all the opinions being expressed,
yet little action seems to have been
taken to improve the diversity prob-
lem at Kenyon. "We say all the right
things in print The question is, how
do we make it flesh?' asked Faculty
Senator Andrew Reinert, associate pro- -
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feasor of drama.
Reinert and Dean of Students
Donald J. Oman an also pointed out
that President Robert A. Oden Jr.
has established two new grants to
help procure a new and larger pool
of minority faculty at Kenyon, One
fellowship will bring a visiting
minority artist to campus. The
other, called a minority disserta-
tion fellowship, will allow some-
one working on a dissertation to
have a faculty position but a re-
duced courseload.
Both fellowships could lead
to tenure-trac- k positions.
Student Council Vice President
for Academic Affairs Kristin
Meister '00 suggested that "part of
the fundamental problem is that
people don't know what this is
about." Is it about minorities? Is it
about African Americans and Cau-
casians? There, are many meetings
being held by all sorts of organiza-
tions that are not collaborating,
Meister said
Another issue of concern the
Senate discussed is the library
hours. Last semester the library
extended its hours until 1 a.m.
Sunday through Thursday on a
trial basis, but library officials de-
cided there were not enough
people taking advantage of the
hours for the change to be worth-
while. Senate disagrees with this
conclusion and will ask that library
hours be extended.
Faculty Senator Steven Van
Holde, associate professor of po-
litical science, suggested that "at
the very least they should be open
until 2 a.m. the last three weeks
before exams." Associate Dean of
Students Cheryl Steele concurred
adding, "at the most, all the time."
Finally, the Senate addressed
the student election process. Stu-
dent Council Vice President for
Student Life Hillary Lowbridge is
responsible for student govern-
ment elections and explained that
she and her committee intend to
present a proposal to revamp the
entire election process. This would
require a change in the Campus
Government Constitution, a task
which is entrusted to Senate.
Lowbridge said she hopes that
Student Council elections will be
moved up allowing all the other
elections to happen sooner.
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Multicultural Coalition seeks council vote
BY DAVID SHARGEL
News Editor
The Multicultural Council of
Kenyon College, an organization
that seeks to provide an umbrella
organizations for traditionally under-r-
epresented student groups, is
.
lobbying for a voting seat on Stu-
dent Council. Or, more specifi-
cally, according to the MCC's con-
stitution, the group "shall serve as
a liaison between Student Coun-
cil and registered organizations
designed to promote an apprecia-
tion and awareness of traditionally
Meeting:
CONTINUED reOM PAGE ONE
that two distinct courses of action
seemed to be appropiate."
As the meeting continued, it
became clear that two distinct
courses of action would surface.
Maier was laying groundwork for
what she called "being proactive
in the community."
Essentially, she wanted to
drum up support and volunteers for
a series of diversity workshops
which Kenyon students would lead
for Mount Vernon junior and senior
high school students by Kenyon stu
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Carrie Kepple '98 and Erich Kurschat
Peirce after student use of the old grill
r
Weekly Log
Oct. 1, 4:22 a.m. False fire
alarm, KC.
Oct. 1, 4:32 a.m. Vandalism
found in Leonard Hall.
Oct. 2, 1:21 a.m. Vandalism
found in Mather Residence.
Oct. 3, 11:40 p.m. Vandalism
found in I.eonard Hall.
Oct. 4, 1 : 1 0 a.ni. Underage pos-
session, Mather Residence.
Oct. 4, 9:19 p.m. Smoke in
Caples Residence basement.
Friday, 6:57 p.m. Medical call
in New Apartments.
Monday, 2:20 p.m. Theft of a
keg from Woodlands.
Wednesday, 9:09 p.m. l ire call
from basement of Book Store.
under-represent- ed groups."
Current members of MCC in-
clude the Black Student Union,
A.D.E.L.A.N.T.E., Asian Students
for International Awareness, the
Crozier Board, and International
Students at Kenyon. According to
sophomore Vanessa Chan, an
MCC representative, the group
hopes to eventually involve groups
not necessarily of multicultural
origin, such as Greek Council.
MCC has asked Student
Council for a voting seat because
"we feel we represent a unified
body of under-represent- ed stu
Schools targeted for diversity education
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dents.
The diversity workshops
would follow the format used in
the Community Eorum discus-
sions which all Kenyon first year
students participate in during their
orientation in August The students
would be divided into groups of
fifteen and lead through "ice break-
ers and identity exercises in a com-
fortable environment where the
students can be honest, not PC, and
really listen to each other," ex-
plained Maier.
Carney gave his full support
Kate Bennett
'99 use the new cooking equipment in
was banned due to health concerns.
College and Monroe Township
Fire Departments responded.
Calls responded to by Se-
curity and Safety Office
this month
Medical calls: 21
Fire calls: 15
Safety calls: 130
General service calls: 188
Disciplinary calls: 15
Vandalism: 18
Theft: 7
Non-medic- al transports: 45
Total calls received by Security
and Safely since July 1, 1997:
2.25 1
Sour c: Security and Safety Office
dents. We should have a say in the
things that effect our lives," Chan
said.
Chan continued to stress the
fact that the individual groups are
too small and unrecognized to
have a voice in Student Council,
but that the voices of minority
groups are important on campus.
The larger umbrella group is
therefore needed so that the group
can "better diversity at Kenyon in
a very physical manner," said
Chan.
Student Council however, is
reluctant to grant the MCC a vot
'It's great that you all really want to get in-
volved. But don't overestimate this incident.'
Dan Werner
to this program, reminding the
group that "Kenyon is responsible
not only to the campus but also to
the community." but he couldn't
hold back his sincere desire to
reach out further.
Those assembled were hesi-
tant to condone Carney's plan of
targeting "the rebels" in any aware-
ness activities, since they are an
unorganized group, and it was
never proven that these "rebels"
were responsible for the harass-
ment of Kenyon minority students
earlier this month. But Carney
thinks that, while Maier's diversity
training would be productive and
necessary, it wouldn't be "reach-
ing the right people."
"We want to meet these guys
on their own turf, in a non-confrontatio- nal
setting," said Carney.
Nathan Aldinger '0 1 was eager to
join Carney's cause. "We're reach-
ing out to them (the people in the
Square with Confederate Hags
thought to be associated with the
"rebels") as human beings, not as
rebels. They're kids, we're kids,
fear is a huge problem. You can't
fear people. You have to respect
them. We just want to talk and es-
tablish a link," said Aldinger when
his motivation was questioned.
Director of Security and
Safety Daniel J. Werner wished to
direct Carney and Aldinger and
any other interested students away
from a direct confrontation with
those suspected of racial activity.
BEST HOTELS & LOWEST PRICES
for SPRING BREAK BEACH destinations
Call NOW for room availability.
INTER-CAMPU- S PROGRAMS
if http:www.icpt.com1-800-32- 7-6013 'Z-- Z
EARN $750-$150- 0 A
WEEK
.
Raise all the money your
group needs by sponsoring a
VISA fundraiser on your
campus. No investment & very
little time needed. There's no
obligation, so why not call for ,
information today. Call 1-800-32- 3-8454
x 95.
ing seat due to the highly selective
nature of the position. Last year
Student Council eliminated, in or-
der to promote efficiency, the vot-
ing positions of the chairs Social
Board, Student Lectureships, and
the Security and Safety Commit-
tee. This reduced the number of
voting members from 19 to 16.
At their last meeting almost
two weeks ago. Student Council
supplied MCC with a list of ques-
tions and concerns so that they
could justify having a voting seat
over such organizations as Greek
Council.
and reminded them that Kenyon
College could not in good con-- ..
science stand behind any such stu-
dent actions.
Werner was supportive,
though, of the diversity workshop
plan. He offered to contact Janet
Monroe, community relations of-
ficer of the Knox County Sheriff's
Office, to inquire about school pro-
grams, but he reiterated that "It's
great that you all really want to get
involved. But don't overestimate
this incident. I'm not going to
downplay it, and we're going to be
alert. Rut it was just an isolated
incident,"
Dues: Seniors express
spending concerns
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
The Senior Class Committee
eventually decided not to lower the
due price for non-drinke- rs. Liz
Pendleton, a member of the com-
mittee, likens the payment of Se-
nior dues to the payment of taxes,
"You might not like everything
they pay for, but you pay anyway."
The committee relies en-
tirely on the dues to fund their
"Our main concern is justify-
ing their voting seat," said Student
Council President Jonny
Nicholson '98. "We want to open
up Student Council to as many stu-
dents as possible, but we do have
concerns with technical issues.
"Right now we want to make
sure that our questions are an-
swered and we're trying to make a
commitment to doing as much as
we can in terms of diversity," said
Nicholson.
Student Council will meet on
Sunday with MCC to further con-
sider their request for a voting seat
....
Dave Shargel
Director of Security Dan Werner speaks at
the Tuesday night meeting to discuss "The
Rebels."
According to Werner, the in-
cident which occurred October first
and second was the first of this kind
seen on Kenyon's campus.
events, and are concerned that if
they make exceptions for non-drinker- s,
that other seniors will
come forward asking that similar
reductions be made to fit their cir-
cumstances as well.
Barlew and the Senior Class
Comittee continue to search for
activities for the Class of 1998
that are not as centered on the
consumption of alcohol.
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D.C Gey Kifhts GemMer Folk
Muck Reviewed Returns to
Fhe Kenyon
.jorum on Diversity Brings Trustees, Students Together
Senate Discusses Guidelines
jcAAW, Focuses oo Responsible
The Collfgian, as it appeared on October 22, 1987.
Years ago in The Collegian...
1 0 YEARS AGO: October 22, 1 987 Issues of diversity evoke inter-
est from the Kenyon community. A meeting with the board of trustees
was scheduled in order for students to voice their opinions on how the
school could attract minorities. Gambier Organization for Cultural
Awareness (GOCA) and the task force on diversity were created in or-
der to confront problems concerning Kenyon's diversity.
20 YEARS AGO: October 13, 1977 The college sponsored an all-camp- us
contraceptive seminar. The intent of the seminar was to examine
the "total context of birth control" according to the presenters. Part of the
presentation was devoted to demonstrations of proper contraceptive use.
50 YEARS AGO: October 14, 1947 Plans for a new athletic facil-
ity graced the back page of The Collegian. The plans involved a tennis
arena and a football field with "concrete grandstands and fences to keep
out the usual crowd of non-payi- ng parasites." $2 million would have to
be raised before construction could begin.
70 YEARS AGO: October 15, 1927 Evening prayer on Sept. 21.
1927 marked the opening of the school year. The freshman class was
unusually small that year and as a consequence the "extraordinarily large
sophomore class had slight difficulty in enforcing the usual restrictions
and indignities on the unwary yearlings." In an advertisement a Mrs.
Crawford announced: "First class hand laundry done. Buttons sewn
on. Socks darned and everything mended at no additional charge."
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Reno extends Clinton probe
WASHINGTON (AP) Attorney
General Janet Reno extended her
investigation Tuesday into Presi-
dent Clinton's fund-raisin- g tele-
phone calls, giving her task force
until Dec. 2 to see if a special
prosecuter is needed. "I didn't do
anything wrong," Clinton re-
sponded.
Reno's decision came a day
before the deadline for deciding
whether to take the probe to the
next stage-- a preliminary investiga-
tion. She wanted to know before
she was grilled Wednesday by the
House Judiciary Commitleem Jus-
tice officials said.
The committee's Republicans
are sure to press their demand for
an independent counsel and to
lambast her handling of the case
so far.
In a two-paragra- ph announce-
ment, authorized by the special
court that picks independent coun-
sels, Reno said, "I have been un-
able to determine whether there is
sufficient specific and credible evi-
dence to suggest a violation of
criminal law" by Clinton.
She said this was "because the
initial inquiry period is limited to
30 days and because of the com-
plexity of the factual and legal is-
sues presented by this matter."
The task force needs more
time to analyze evidence of
whether Clinton may have violated
a 1 14-year-- old law barring solici-
tation of campaign contributions
in federal office buildings, accord-
ing to Justice officials who spoke
on the condition of anonymity.
Reno took the same step ear-
lier this month in extending the
investigation of Vice President Al
Gore's campaign fund-raisin- g calls
from his office.
At a news conference in
Brasilia, the capital of Brazil,
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Clinton reacted calmly to ques-
tions about Reno's decision. "I did
everything I could to comply with
the law," he said. "There's a law.
There's the fact-findi- ng process,
and I'm going to cooperate with it
in every way I possibly can."
Republicans were less than
satisfied by Reno's move. "The
attorney general is taking a step in
the right direction," said Sen. Arlen
Specter of Pennsylvania, "but, so
far, she has stopped short of tak-
ing the action which is decisive
and necessary requesting the
court to appoint independent coun-
sel."
Justice officials said Tuesday
they expect to question Clinton
himself about the campaign fi-
nance affair. The task force recently
expressed interest in such an inter-
view and has discussed possible
formats with Clinton's representa-
tives, according to department of-
ficials.
Clinton told reporters that an
interview hasn't been discussed
with him personally, but he
pointed out his offer of a day ear-
lier to do "anything that is neces-
sary" to provide information, in
COSTA RICA
Study Paradise this Spring
The Organization for Tropical Studios in partnership with
Duko Uruvorsity offers a field-orient- ed somoitor abroad program
in tropical ecology and Latin American culture. Students nam 1 6 credit
hours in biology, environmental science, and Spanish language & culture.
Credits may fee transferred from Outre.
hands-o- n biology cultural immersion field trips
- independent projects remote field sites
research exotic wildlife
' For brochure and application materials, contact
Organization for Tropical Studios, Duke Un'rveriity
Box 90633, Durham NC 27708-063- 3
Tel: (9 1 9) 684-577- 4; E-mo- il: nooeocpub.duke.edu
http:www.ott.duke.edu
Application deadline (or 1998 Spring semester is October 15, 1997.
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cluding an interview.
Gore's aides have said the vice
president would be willing to talk
with Justice officials. That ques-
tioning also is likely to be ar-
ranged.
Clinton took issues with Re-
publican efforts to sway Reno.
"The thing I don't feel good about
is the overt, explicit, overbearing
attempt to politicize this whole
process and to put the pressure on,"
Clinton said, "The law should be
implemented without pressure ei-
ther way. I am doing my part. I
wish others were doing as well."
Most of Clinton's calls were
apparently made from the White
House residence, which is not cov-
ered by the law, and he may have
spoken from a script designed to
elicit "soft money" contributions
for general party advertising,
which Reno has said also are not
covered by the law, officials said.
The initial inquiry on Clinton,
like the one on Gore, began after
investigators learned last month
that some of the contributions were
later spent by Democratic part of-
ficials on direct "hard money" ef-
forts to re-ele- ct the president.
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John Denver dies in plane crash
PACIFIC GROVE, Calif. (AP)
With such 1970s hits as "Rocky
Mountain High," "Sunshine on
My Shoulders" and "Take Me
Home, Country Roads," John
Denver was a wholesome, wire-rimm- ed
hippie who turned out
sunny music for cynical times.
In the end, he died in a setting
straight out of his music, soaring
over the mountains, sea and sky
before his experimental plane
plunged Sunday into picturesque
Monterey Bay. He was 53.
"Who I am is in my songs,"
Denver said in a 1986 interview.
"I love it when people get that."
Peter, Paul and Mary made a
hit of Denver's "Leaving on a Jet
Plane" in 1969, and on Monday,
member Mary Travers mourned
him as man who offered an alter-
native to angry rock and helped
bind the wounds of tumultuous
times.
"I think he brought a sense of
optimism, a sort of naivete we
were thrilled to have alter Vietnam,
after Watergate, after the rising tide
of cynicism of the 1970s," she
said. "He was talking about how
beautiful it was in the mountains,
saying, 'There is another side to it
all."'
Denver's single-engin- e, Y-shap- ed,
Long EZ plane crashed
during the afternoon in the
choppy waters just offshore. His
body was badly mangled, and his
identity was confirmed Monday
with fingerprints sent from
Vandalism plagues
Ohio libraries
BOWLING GREEN, Ohio (AP)
University librarians around the
state say vandals are cutting pho-
tographs of boys from pages of
hundreds of books.
"It's really disturbing," said
Mary Beth Zachary, head of access
services at Bowling Green State
University library. "Some razoring
of books in libraries happens all the
time. The volume of books in the
case and the pattern are just incred-
ible."
The sch(H)l's library has found
more than 200 damaged books.
When workers borrowed copies of
the vandalized volumes from other
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National Transportation
Safety Board spokesman George
Petterson said Denver had just
bought the plane and had per-
formed three practice touch-and-g- o
landings at the Monterey Pen-
insula Airport. He then told the
tower he would be flying for about
an hour.
"The aircraft was about 500
feet in the air, and about 100 yards
off the coast itself, when the en-
gine quit and it went straight down
into the water," said Sheriff
Norman I licks. "It just sort of dove
head first, straight down into the
water."
The Long EZ, designed by
Burt Rutan in the late 1970s, is
built from a set of plans that can
be purchased for a few hundred
dollars. Denver's aircraft was built
by Rutan Aircraft in Mojave, CA.,
according to a woman who an-
swered the telephone at the desert
facility. She wouldn't give her
name.
The name Rutan is legendary
in aviation history. Burt's brother
Dick Rutan and Jeana Yeager in
1986 made the first nonstop,
unrefueled flight around the world
in an experimental plane named
Voyager.
Denver had two drunken-drivin- g
arrests in Colorado and
was awaiting trial on one of
those charges in January. Hicks
said toxicology reports are done
routinely in accidental deaths,
and results are expected in 10 to
14 days.
libraries, they found that many of
the missing pictures depicted
young males.
Similar acts of vandalism in-
volving lxx)ks containing pictures
of young males have been reported
at Ohio State University, Ohio
University, Kent Suite University,
Youngstown State University and
the University of Akron.
None of the pictures was por-
nographic, librarians said.
The colleges made each oilier
aware of the problem through
OhioLink, a statewide computer
network of libraries, Zachary
said.
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'His soaring music
evoked the grandeur of
our landscape and the
simple warmth of
human love'
President Clinton
Jerry Weintraub, the singer's
friend and longtime manager, said
Denver had a passion for flying.
He said Denver's father was an Air
Force test pilot and taught his son
to fly a Lear Jet.
"He was a huge force in the
music industry in the 1970s,"
Weintraub said. "I think the music
and all his passion for environmen-
tal causes will be remembered
most."
President Clinton saluted
Denver as a "dedicated champion
of the environment."
"His soaring music evoked
the grandeur of our landscape and
the simple warmth of human
love," Clinton said while on a visit
to South America
Denver was born Henry
John Deutschendorf Jr. in
Roswell, N.M., where his father
was stationed. He took his stage
name from the Colorado capital,
where he eventually made his
home.
In the mid-'60- s, he was cho-
sen from among 250 other hope-
fuls as lead singer for the Chad
Mitchell Trio as a replacement for
the departing Mitchell. But the
trio's best years were behind it by
then, and he left in 1969 for a solo
career.
He scored with songs like
"Take Me Home, Country Roads"
in 1971, which has become West
Virginia's unofficial state anthem;
"Sunshine on My Shoulders" in
1974; "Annie's Song" in 1974,
which was written for his first wife
and a standard at many weddings;
and "Thank God I'm a Country
Boy" in 1977. He wrote many of
his hits; even when they were by
other songwriters, he made them
his own.
Fourteen of his albums went
gold, and eight were ranked as
platinum, with more than a million
copies sold.
"John Denver's Greatest Hits"
in 1973 is still one of the biggest-sellin- g
albums in the history of RCA
Records, with worldwide sales of
more than 10 million copies.
Manager may also be readied via
e-niailatcollegiank-
enyon.edu.
to The Kenyon Collegian are available
should be made payable to The Kenyon Col-
legian the BusinessAdvertising Manager.
Denison suspends fraternity after hazing
GRANVILLE, Ohio (AP) Denison University has suspended its
Delta Chi fraternity chapter for two years for alleged hazing viola-
tions last spring.
The school's action Friday followed a summer ruling from the
fraternity's national office that found the chapter resonsible not only
for hazing, but also for state liquor law violations.
Hazing is a misdemeanor in Ohio.
Denison officials and fraternity representatives were unavail-
able Friday to comment on the nature of the hazing.
Delta Chi has 10 days to appeal.
Confederate flag waving sparks controversy
MILAN, Tenn. (AP) Black and white students had an angry con-
frontation in a parking lot at Milan High Sch(X)l after a white stu-
dent waved a Confederate Hag.
The students yelled at each other Thursday but dispersed with-
out further incident. Police went to the school this morning as a pre-
caution, but no problems were reported.
"There was some tension, but no licks were passed," Principal
Ronnie Parks said.
A while student displayed the flag shortly before classes began.
Black and white students confronted each other between first and
second periods, Parks said.
School officials intervened and the student who waved the flag
was removed from the building, he said.
"It was a situation I think the-scho- ol officials handled well,"
Milan Special School District Superintendent Pete Evans said. '
One school official traced the tension to a controversy at the
University of Mississippi, where football coach Tommy Tuberville
has urged students to stop waving thedonfederate flag at gamesxHe
said it hurts recruitment of black athletes and giveS the school abad
image.
"I'm outraged," Milan School Board Chairman Pat Brew said.
"I think it was done to incite some trouble. I think it stems from the
Ole Miss publicity."
Milan is 90 miles northeast of Memphis.
377
Thai jailed, whipped for possessing pistol
KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia (AP) AThai was sentenced to eight
years in jail and six lashes with a cane by the Session Court Oct. 8 in
the east Malaysian state of Kelantan for possession of a home-mad- e
pistol.
Dome Hak, 32, of Narathiwat province, southern Thailand,
pleaded guilty of committing the offense of possessing a firearm
without a license, after he crossed the Malaysia-Thailan- d border on
Sept 24 this year.
The offense carries a maximum jail term of 14 years and six
lashes.
In mitigation, Dome pleaded for leniency, saying that he had
a wife and child to support but public prosecutor Azman Abdullah
asked for a heavy sentence to serve as a deterrent to the public.
iicsicivwniiiy iwi
students who will graduate in
1998 for international jobs in
education, environment
agriculture, business, hearth,
French and youth develop-
ment Call today to discuss
your qualifications.
COO)424-05C- O
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Tonight
Jim Ed Cobbs Jazz Quartet.
7:30
Rosse Hall
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DIVERSIONS
a weekly listing of local and regional events
October 16 - October 30
At Kenyon
THEATRE
Oct. 24-2- 5 The Man Who Came to Dinner. 8 p.m. Bolton Theater
EVENTS
Today Jim Ed Cobbs Jazz Quartet 7:30 p.m. Rosse Hall
Tomorrow "Cancer Research: Understanding the Treatment," by Rosemary
Marusak, chemistry. 4:15 p.m. Crazier Center
Tuesday Off-Camp- us Studies Information Day and Study Abroad Fair. 11:10
a.m. Peirce Lounge
Thursday LectureDemonstration by dancer Joe Chvala. 11:10 a.m. Bolton Dance
Studio
Thursday Concert by folk singer Tanja Soinik. 8 p.m. Peirce Lounge
Oct. 24 ALSO Presentation. 4:15 p.m. Snowden Multicultural Center
Oct. 27 Presentation: Returning off-camp- us study participants share
experiences. 7 p.m. Snowden Multicultural Center
Oct 28 Reading by author Caryl Phillips. 7:30 p.m. Higley Auditorium
Oct 30 Founders' Day Convocation. 1 1:10 a.m. Rosse Hall
Oct. 30 "Make the Most of Graduate and Professional School." 4 p.m. Peirce
Lounge
FILMS
Tomorrow The Power of One. 8 p.m. Higley Auditorium
Sunday Lost Horizon. 7:30 p.m. Olin Auditorium
Wednesday The Birds. 10 p.m. Higley Auditorium
Oct. 24 Strangers on a Train. 8 p.m. Higley Auditorium
Oct. 26 The Wicker Man. 7:30 p.m. Olin Auditorium
Oct. 29 Halloween. 10 p.m. Higley Auditorium
LECTURES
Today "Why Congress has it wrong, and why the Sierra Club does too," by Paul
Palagyi '91, legislative assistant on the environment for U.S. Senator Mike Dewine (R-Ohi- o).
7 p.m. Peirce Lounge
Oct 30 Biology Lecture. 4:15 p.m. Higley Auditorium
LOOKING FOR
SOME DIVERSIONS?
If you'd like your campus event
listed in diversions, contact the
collegian via e-ma- il.
r : : 7" T . 1
1 would like a years subscription to the Kenyon Collegian tor tne 1 yy-y- o academic
year. Enclosed is a check for $30. Please send the Collegian to:
NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY:
STATE:. ZIP:.
Mail to: Business Manager, The Kenyon Collegian, Student Activities Center,
Gambier, OH, 43022.
OFF THE HILL
CONCERTS
Tomorrow Columbus Symphony Orchestra. 8 p.m. The Ohio Theater. (614) 228-860- 0
Oct. 27 Vaughn Wiester's 21-Pie- ce Famous Jazz Orchestra. 7:30 p.m. Columbus
Music Hall. 464-004- 4.
The following concerts are at the Newport Music Hall. Call (6 1 4) 43 1 -- 6285 for more
lnlormation.
Tonight Mad Hatters Ball (Dance Night). 9 p.m.
Tomorrow The Return of the Blues Guru Richard P. Boals & the Soals. 7 p.m.
Saturday Third Eye Blind Reef. 7 p.m.
Tuesday Jim Rose Circus Protein. 7 p.m.
Wednesday The Robert Cray Band Paul Cebar. 7 p.m.
Oct 24 Guided by Voices Superchunk Beatnik Filmstars. 7 p.m.
Oct. 25 Type O Negative Misfits Coal Chamber. 7 p.m.
Oct. 28 God Street Wine. 7 p.m.
Oct. 29 Primus Powerman 5000 Limp Blzkit 7 p.m.
The following concerts are at the Cleveland Agora. Call (216) 221-888- 1 for more
information.
Tonight Flotsam & JetsamNevermoreArenaMidevil. 7 p.m.
Sunday Foo Fighters Talk Show Trouble Charger. 7 p.m.
Oct. 24 Matchbox 20 Lili Haj den. 8 p.m.
Oct. 27 Primus Limp Bizkit Powerman 5000. 6:30 p.m.
EVENTS
Saturday & Sunday Springfield Arts Council: A Chorus Line. 8 p.m. Kuss Audito-
rium. (937) 324-271- 2
Sunday Classic Auto Parts Show. 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. 4100 Columbia St., Columbus
876-723- 5
FILMS
The following movies are playing at Colonial Cinemas in Mount Vernon. Call 393-354- 2
for more information.
L.A. CONFIDENTIAL (Kevin Spacey, Russell Crowe) A mysterious woman is at
the center of two separate but intersecting lines of investigation by the LAPD.
MOST WANTED (Keenen Ivory Wayans, Jon Voight) A CIA agent helps a man
wrongly accused of assassinating the First Lady.
SEVEN YEARS IN TIBET (Brad Pitt) A man escapes a British prison during World
War II and flees to Tibet where he becomes a student of the Dalai Lama.
Opening tomorrow:
DEVIL'S ADVOCATE (AI Padno, Keanu Reeves) A defense attorney fights to
save his soul when he is hired by a New York law firm.
GUMMO (Jacob Reynolds) A town destroyed by a tornado in Xenia, Ohio is the
setting for this story focusing on a group of disturbed teens.
I KNOW WHAT YOU DID... (Jennifer Love Hewitt) Years after concealing a hor-
rible accident, a group of adults arc haunted by mysterious phone calls and letters.
PLAYING GOD (David Duchovny, Timothy Hutton) A surgeon is offered a sec-
ond chance after losing his license and then saving the life of an undercover cop.
WIDE AWAKE (Denis Leary, Rosle O'Donnell) Comedy. A young boy tells the
story of his relationship with a girl.
For locations and showtimes call AMC Theatres: Dublin Village 18 (614)889-0- 1 12;
Eastland Plaza 6 (614)429-858- 5; Lennox 24 (614)429-426- 2; Westerville 6 (614)890-334- 4.
MOVIE CAPSULES COURTESY
OI; UNTERTAJNMENT COLUMBUS
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Diversity of the
mind
Much recent dialogue about difference at
Kenyon overlooks our greatest diversity
Kenyon must be more diverse. There is no question about that.
Yet while diversity has been high on the college's list of priorities for
at least a decade, this cry has been especially clear since last spring.
What has been less clear is precisely what this diversity means.
Often the rhetoric seems to reduce the importance of diversity to
prizing differences in skin color, neglecting economic, religious and
cultural diversity. This tendency overlooks the tremendous cultural
differences among people with similar skin color and reduces indi-
viduals to members of racial groups.
Kenyon will be a much richer place when it is more diverse, but
that diversity must extend beyond skin color. Which student would
truly add a new dimension to the Kenyon experience: a student of a
middle-to-upp- er class academic family, or a first-generati- on college
student from an impoverished area? The second student, most
probably. Now should it matter what the races of those two students
are? Racial diversity is vital, and sadly lacking in Gambier, but if we
focus only on melanin level in our impassioned discussions of
difference we will continue to miss out on learning from each other
on a more significant level.
Kenyon is first and foremost an intellectual community
President Oden called it "a place of the mind" at last year's rally for
diversity so fostering diversity of opinion must be primary in our
considerations of difference. We come here in order to be exposed to
the widest possible range of outlooks on the world in the professors,
fellow students and texts we encounter every day as well as the
organizations we join and the campus events we attend. While this
diversity of opinion is often bolstered by ethnic differences, it goes
far beyond that.
Increased diversity is absolutely vital as Kenyon continues to
evolve, but if we do not realize that diversity goes far beyond skin
color we will never become the vibrant intellectual community we so
desire.
I'lri tiling itiintfiliisrHMiV
Office: Giase Tower al lite top of Peirce Hall's main stairway
Mailing address: The Kenyon Collegian, Sludent Activities Center, Gainbier, OH
43022.
Business address: P.O. Box 832, Gainbier, OH 43022
E-m- ail address: collegian kenyon.eilu
WWW address: liltp:www. kenyon.edupuhscollegian
Plione numbers: (614) 427-533- 8, 5339
The opinion page is a space for members of the community to discuss issues relevant
to die campus and (lie world at large. The opinions expressed on litis page belong only
to the writer. Columns and letters to the editors do not reflect the opinions of the Kenyon
Collegian staff. Voice from the Tower is used when a member of the Kenyon Collegian
staff wishes to express a personal opinion apart from the staff as a whole. All members
of tlie community are welcome to express opinions through a letter to die editors. The
Kenyon Collegian reserves the right to edit all letters submitted for length and clarity.
The Collegian cannot accept anonymous or pseudonymous letters. Letters must be
signed by individuals, not organizations, and must be 200 words or less. Letters must
also be received no later than the Tuesday prior to publication. The Kenyon Collegian
pci nts as many letters as possibleeach weeksubjeet tospace, interest and appropriateness.
Members of the editorial board reserve the right to reject any submission. The Collegian
also will consider puhlisliing letters which run considerably beyond 200 words. If such
a letter meets llie above criteria of space, interest and appropriateness, the author will
be notified and tlie letter will be publislied as a guest column.
The Kenyon Collegian is published weekly wliile tlie college is in session, except during
examination and vacation periods. Tlie views expressed in the paper do not necessarily
reflect tlie views of Kenyon College.
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Making a
BY DAVE CARROLL
Staff Columnist
I was driving down to the
Columbus airport to pick up a friend
when an advertisement on the ra-
dio caught my attention. "The City
of Mansfield is actively recruiting
policemen and fire fighters," the
ad said. "African American men
and women are especially encour-
aged to apply. Ifyou are interested,
please call phone number. Come
join our diverse team! The City of
Mansfield is an equal opportunity
employer."
It looks like Kenyon isn't the
only place that wishes it was more
diverse. Ever since last year's rally,
our community has been actively
voicing the opinion that something
is not right around here.
On Tuesday morning these
opinions were once again aired at a
forum in Rosse Hall to a dismally
small audience. The discussion was
direct. Many people asked for a
careful definition of "difference,"
while others called for practical ac-
tion to be taken. There were too few
suggestions of actual solutions, but
it was a good start to an important
dialogue. One of the solutions men-
tioned was an increase in the number
of mentors for students of different
ethnicities, different sexual orienta-
tions ordifferent physical handicaps.
The Office of Ethnic Events
and Services, formerly
"Multicultural Programming," is
currently doing something about
this. They are re-establish- ing a pro-
gram known as REACH, or
Recognizing Each Other's Ability
to Conquer the Hill. Established in
1990, this program trains return-
ing students, primarily minority
students, to "assist first-ye- ar and
transfer under-represent- ed students
make a smooth adjustment to
f-'- .M(HI
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difference
It looks like Kenyon isn't the only place that
wishes it was more diverse. Ever since last
year's rally, our community has been actively
voicing the opinion that something is not right
around here.
Kenyon College," according to the
training manual distributed this
September to new REACH men-
tors. This is a great idea. REAC1 1
mentors are volunteers who will
undoubtedly have valuable insight
and advice to give to entering stu-
dents about how to cope with being
different at Kenyon.
As I thumbed through the
training manual, I was gratified to
read such empowering material as
Martin Luther King Jr.'sfamous"I
Have A Dream" speech and a
"REACH Creed" which includes
the statement: "No one, no evil, or
no-thi- ng (sic) can come between
me and success." It would seem
that these are very good things for
potential mentors to be reading.
However, the next things I found
were a complete suprise to me.
What I read was a collection
of quotes, mostly from rxxks writ-
ten between 1970 and 1975, entitled
simply "History and Definitions
of Racism." Among these quotes I
found the following:
"In the United States at
present, only whites can he racist.
Blacks and other Third World
peoples do not have the access to
tlie power to enforce any preju-
dices they nuiy have so they cannot,
by definition, be racists. "
And: "All white individuals in
our society are racist. Even ifwhites
are totally free from all conscious
racial prejudices, they renuiin rac-
ist. "
These messages are funda
ONUNE
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Robert B. Corpuz
at Kenyon
mentally in conflict with the admi-
rable sentiments set forth by Martin
Luther King Jr., and those espoused
by the REACH Creed. I cannot see
why they should appear in such a
training manual. They are not the
tools we wish to use to answer our
questions about difference. It is
my sincere hope that the inclusion
of these sentiments was simply an
oversight, a relic of an earlier time;
because they are exactly the atti-
tudes we must do away with,
regardless ofwhat individual holds
those attitudes, if we wish to
achieve anything worthwhile.
Perhaps the reader is meant to
decide what is "History" and what
is "Definition." Perhaps the reader
is not supposed to believe that 88
percent of Kenyon1 s students are
racists. Perhaps I am merely over-
reacting. I don't feel that I am.
I believe strongly in tlie im-
portance ofdiversity and difference
on this and any college campus. I
know that my experience here has
suffered in certain ways because I
have not been exposed daily to
cultures vastly different than my
own. But race is only a part of the
experience of difference. I desire
to help make Kenyon a place that
celebrates, embraces and encour-
ages understanding ofevery aspect
of tlie global community in which
we must all now live. I want to
struggle with issues that run deeper
than skin and farther than place of
origin. From what I heard on Tues-
day, I am not alone.
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Binge drinking at Kenyon? Just look around
BY AMANDA BAB ER
Staff Columnist
I think the coast is clear. Now,
while Security isn't looking, let's
see a quick show of hands:
How many freshmen got
drunk over October Break? How
many spent break passed out be-
hind a bush? How many woke up
Sunday morning clutching an
empty bottle of Cold Duck, wear-
ing somebody else's underwear?
According to a recent survey,
more than 45 percent of college
freshmen are regular "binge drink-
ers." (Five drinks constitute a
binge.) I heard about this survey
from my mother, who called to ask
me if it described the "party scene"
at Kenyon. I assured her that it
didn't.
Kenyon freshmen drink much
more than that. If scientists were to
takeall the beer consumed by first-ye- ar
students in one weekend, and
then pump that beer into a reser-
voir the size of Lake Michigan, the
his way through a North Campus
hallway full of semi-conscio- us
drunks some first-ye- ar students
choose to avoid alcohol altogether.
But those who do drink drink
enough for the entire class. And
they aren't very good at it either.
They binge and they purge all over
the sidewalk. They misplace their
pants. They go forjoyrides on other
people's bikes. (Mine was a red
Schwinn with a flat rear tire. If
found, please call PBX 6856.)
But isn't drinking a normal
part of the "college experience?"
Aren' t freshmen supposed to spend
their weekends "getting wasted"
and "puking their guts out" until
they "slip into an alcohol-induce- d
coma and die?"
Tradition seems to demand
Military recruiters on campus
I have been following the
Collegian 's coverage of the issue
of military recruitment on campus.
The fact that this is an issue at all is
somewhat of a surprise.
What's the big deal?
Nobody's forcing anybody to do
anything. For me and for most of
my fellow students at Kenyon in
Consider the source of
I am writing in response to the
front page story in the Oct. 2 issue
of the Collegian. I am a senior at
Danville High School and even
though I may not be aware of the
exact situation at Kenyon, I have a
general perception of what you
must be thinking.
These people are evil mon-
sters who have planned verbal
assaults on Kenyon students, well
you are wrong. Kenyon is just the
last area to be targeted by these
hooligans and you are just now
experiencing what others have had
to deal with for quite sometime.
The only difference is that you, the
Collegian, are giving these type of
senseless people a forum by which
they gain attention.
VOID IBB.
Camp, a member of Paul
Newman' s Hole In The Wall Gang
Camps. We are a year-roun- d camp-
ing facility for children with
life-threateni- ng illness such as can-
cer, heart disease, kidney disease
and AIDS. General H. Norman
Schwarzkopf is one of our founders
and sits on our board. Our execu- -
racism
know what they are doing. I bet if
you were to find them right now,
they would be in their easy chair
drinking a six pack waiting for
their welfare check while they read
the paper that tells about them while
participating in their favorite sport,
beer-bell- y patting!
Kenyon students give these
people both way too much credit,
and way too much press. Remem-
ber, when you ignored the little
brat in grade school he or she would
usually stop. My advice is to just
ignore these people, they have the
same mentality of those annoying
little brats that all kids have to put
with. They will go away.
Adam Sapp
Senior, Danville High School
Space is available each week in The Kenyon Collegian's opinion page for
letters to the editor on a variety of issues. All Kenyon community members
are encouraged to write letters. Help continue the conversation we've
tried to start.
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Tradition seems to demand that college stu-
dents drink too much, sleep too little, and
generally exhibit Ann Landers' Top Ten Signs
of Clinical Depression.
stench would be overwhelming.
Natural Lite smells like bat urine.
But bat urine is not the issue
here. Not this week, anyway. This
week's issue is: alcohol.
As a concerned freshperson, I
have devoted countless minutes of
thought to this issue, and I have
arrived at a radical conclusion.
I realize that this statement
will anger many people, but ideal-
istic visionaries like Mahatma
Gandhi and Joan of Arc and me
have never bothered to court pub-
lic opinion.
The fact is, the Class of 2001
has a serious drinking problem.
Not all freshmen drink beer,
of course. Many prefer vodka. In
fact as incredible as this may
sound to anyone who has picked
the early '70s, the thought of a
military career alter Kenyon was
nonexistent. I grew up with a very
negative view of the military and
individuals that chose it as a career.
This attitude I think is what the
Kenyon community seems to share.
I am the president of the board of
trustees of The Boggy Creek Gang
Do you honestly feel that by
giving them press, especially front-
page press, that they will go away?
NO! These people are the type of
individuals that bother anyone who
notices them. We all know the clas-
sic case of the kid in grade school
who acts up because he wants atten-
tion. Well, if you ask me, you
Kenyoniteshaveencounteredmany
of them who have banded together
and formed their own little clique
with each other if fornootherreason
than just because they wanted to.
The people who are behind
Uiis are nothing more than lifeless
and inept individuals who have
nothing better to do. To make the
situation worse, you are giving
them attention ! These people don' t
ft UOIGE-
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that college students drink too
much, sleep too little and generally
exhibit Ann Landers' Top Ten
Signs of Clinical Depression. We
eat too much, or we don' t eat at all,
or we don't eat anything but Bar-B-- Q
Pringles. We wear the same
clothes for weeks on end. Or maybe
that's just me. I can't wash any-
thing until my parents send some
morequarters,althoughat this point
I think it might be cheaper just to
buy an entirely new wardrobe.
But our parents got drunk at
college. Our grandparents got
drunk. Paul Newman and Jonathan
Winters and Rutherford B. Hayes
well, maybe not Rutherford B.
Hayes probably experimented
with alcohol, too. And they prob-
ably had the same excuses.
For one thing, there's the
"Youth Gone Wild" approach to
alcohol: we drink because we can.
We chug beer, we smoke pot, we
snort potpourri.
Then there's the "Sensitive
Poet" excuse: we drink to numb
are not a
tive director is Lt. General James
Ellis, Retired (3 star General). I
work with these individuals daily
and I can say, without reservation,
that they are two of the finest people
I have ever met. They are both
brilliant, charismatic, ethical and
caring. The have leadership skills
that are unsurpassed. The Boggy
Creek Gang's single biggest donor
is an individual that spent 25 years
in the Navy before retiring, then
starting a building a number of
businesses. He recently sold one
of his businesses for $1.3 billion.
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ourselves to the cruelly of a cold
and indifferent universe. Also,
we've been a litde depressed ever
since that drunk guy took off with
our bike.
Usually, though, we drink be-
cause we're bored. Movies end by
10:30; lectures finish by 9 p.m.
There's nowhere to go, we're sur-
rounded by cornfields, and we can't
watch TV because the girl in the
lounge claims to be writing her
English midterm on Smokey and
the Bandit 3: Smokey Is the Bandit.
Obviously, the only alterna-
tive is to get so smashed that we
have to send out all-st- us the next
day to locate our underwear.
I'm not going to give the ninth-grad- e
health class speech on the
evils of Demon Whiskey. I don't
want to sound like McGruff the
Crime Columnist either. Ijust think
we ought to exercise a little mod-
eration. Kenyon is the home of
Middle Path, after all, even if some
of us can' t walk down it in a straight
line.
big deal
He credits much of his success to
his military training.
The point of all this is to sug-
gest that the Kenyon community
might want to look beyond the
anti-milita- ry biases and stereo-
types, not be frightened oroffended
by military recruiters on campus,
and be open to listening at least. A
military career will be right for
very few Kenyon students, I sus-
pect, but it is not without any
redeeming features.
David W. Horvitz
Trustee '74
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Literary reading raises money to fight hunger
Kenyon Review to hold national Writers Harvest featuring faculty and student readers
BY JULIE LEMMER
StafTWriter
Next week Kenyon student
and faculty writers will be putting
their talents to a good cause. The
annual Writers Harvest Literary
Reading will be held Thursday in
Gund Commons at 8 p.m.
The Kenyon Review Student
Associates, in cooperation with the
national Share Our Strength orga-
nization, are sponsoring the liter-
ary reading to benefit the hungry.
This year's theme will be "Throw
the Book at Hunger."
This is the fourth year the
reading has been held at Kenyon
and the sixth year the reading has
been operating nationally. Students
and professors will be reading
from their works or the works of
an author they find appropriate.
Visiting Assistant of English
Elise Marks, a past participant in
the reading said, "I love this event,
and I love the way Kenyon does
it. Other schools have one or two
people read, usually professors or
published writers, but here it's
genuinely a community event."
Past reader, Jennifer Clarvoe,
associate professor of English, ex-
pressed a similar opinion. "I love
the mix of readers," she said, "all
the different voices, genres and
concerns."
Cityscapes project promotes living and
Student group brings classrooom discussions home
BYTODDJUENGLING I S3STlStafFWriter
This year a small student
group known as Cityscapes is
seeking to mold education and
daily life into a single structure.
Cityscapes originated two
years ago as an outgrowth of the
Integrated Program in Humane
Studies Art and Authority class. In
the fall of 1995, Art and Authority
students lived together on the third
floor of Mather Residence.
"Our strength was the bridg-
ing of academic and social space,"
Chandra Bhimull '98, one of the
original members of Cityscapes,
said.
Spring 1996 marked the offi-
cial beginning of Cityscapes. A
smaller group of students spent the
semester researching a specific
city or region in relation to a
theme.
Eva McClellan '98, one of the
seven students involved in this
year's Cityscapes, described the
program as one of "living and
learning. Some of the members of
our group have noticed that after
classes discussions stop; we are
about continuing the act of learn-
ing in the setting of our home."
"One of our main goals,"
Beth Schiller '98 said, "is to illus-
trate that there is no border be-
tween what students learn in class
and their daily lives." Members of
David Lynn, Kenyon English
professor and editor in chief of The
Kenyon Review, said "The Writers
Harvest has become an important
annual event at Kenyon. It's a way
for our many talented writers ... to
feel part of a community in many
senses and to make a small but
important protest of the hunger and
homelessness that are the hushed
nightmares of our society."
The Writers Harvest is not
only a local event, although it will
benefit the local community. It is
a national event occurring simu-
ltaneously at various stations
throughout the country according
to according Jessica Dolce '99.
Dolce acts as a coordinating intern
of The Kenyon Review Student
Associates with Elizabeth
Armbuster '98, and is organizing
the reading.
Share our Strength, a national
hunger-fightin- g organization, has
also helped organize the reading.
"Share Our Strength provides us
with help in the general organiza-
tion of the event, including guide-
lines on what has worked in the
past, and they also provide us with
propaganda materials like bro-
chures and posters," said Dolce.
Author Andre Dubus will act
as Share Our Strength's national
chair of the Writers Harvest for
1997. "As writers," Dubus said,
Kgw- - n n
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The Brooklyn House is home to the
the group live this idea. Through
special interest housing,
Cityscapes obtained the Brooklyn
House for its use this year. This
way all seven members the three
mentioned previously and seniors
Marty Baylor, Shane Goldsmith,
Shelly Miller and Beth Spillman
live as well as learn together.
Cityscapes classes, under the guid-
ance of Associate Professor of
IP1 IS Michael Brint, are held in the
Brooklyn living room.
Although recently the group
has been focusing mostly on estab-
lishing a program and building a
name, McClellan stressed their
objective of branching out to the
rest of the campus and community.
Cityscapes hosted an all-camp- us
open house to start the year,
and is now hosting a series of panel
discussions. The discussions in-
volve students, faculty, administra-
tors and staff, as well as other com
1
Writers Harvest
Writers Harvest will take place next
8 pm.
"reading has always been a funda-
mental part of our lives and is a
blessing. We need to use our liter-
ary passions to make a difference
in the lives of others."
The goal of the reading is to
raise enough money to benefit the
hungry in Knox County. Dolce
said last year's donations were
combined with money from the
Columbus area and went to Mid-Oh- io
Food Bank in Columbus. The
7
n
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Sara She
Cityscapes students.
munity members. The most recent
discussion, scheduled for this af-
ternoon, focused on welfare re-
form. Next Thursday's panel will
discuss the relationships between
technology and the arts.
Cityscapes also plans to host sev-
eral discussion oriented coffee
houses.
Goldsmith said, "There's a
danger in fragmenting your life, in
putting a divider between school-wor- k
and your social life. We rec-
ognize the fact that it's important
to live wholly."
In addition to their other ac-
tivities, the group plans to look at
the first-ye- ar IPHS class and pos-
sibly center one of the coffee
houses around a topic that class is
discussing. Schiller said, "We want
to bring our intellectual experi-
ences out of the classroom and
share them with each other and the
community."
Thursday in Gund Commons at
food bank delivers monthly to
Knox County's Salvation Army
and Interchurch, both of which
have food pantry or soup kitchen'
programs active in this area.
There will be collection
boxes for monetary donations at
the door of Gund Commons as
well as in the Book Store and the
Red Door Qife.
Although there Ls no admis-
sion charge, Dolce said, "We are
Random
What's your favorite thing about ARAMARK?
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suggesting a $1 donation. The pro-
ceeds go to fight hunger, thus the
name 'Harvest for Hunger." It's
sort of a Thanksgiving theme. You
could think of it as harvesting our
thoughts; a group of individuals
gathering together to share words
and ideas and in doing so, also
'Throw the Book at Hunger.' "
In the past, the reading has
been held in Weaver Cottage. This
year, however, the organizers are
hoping for a larger turnout than
will fit in Weaver.
The program is expected to
last until midnight, but students are
encouraged to come for an hour or
two if not for the whole time. There
will be refreshments as well as
musical entertainment by the
Chasers and another group still to
be determined.
Armbuster said, "Harvest for
Hunger has always been a well-attend- ed
event. However, it spe-
cifically needs to gather funds for
the homeless and we haven't been
wildly successful in the past. I
hope students this year are willing
to bring a few extra dollars with
them."
"Faculty is really involved
and it is a bonding experience for
the whole campus. You don't get
to see professors doing this, doing
what they actually do that often,"
said Dolce.
learning
Moments
Shaka Smart "99
I'd have to say the Gund
ladies.
Kaliis Smith '01
It hasn't killed me yet.
Ben Fowler '98 and
Candy Brown
Our especially courte-
ous, happy, friendly
lunch ladies.
Trevor Biship '00
Can we say . . . chicken
nuggets?
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Oceanographer shares exploration, adventures
Robert Ballard talks about the Titanic, science, education and the importance of dreams
BY MICHELLE SANTANGELO
Senior Staff" Writer
Best known for his discovery
of the wreck of the Titanic, Dr.
Robert Ballard has been at the
forefront of deep water investiga-
tion and technology for three de-
cades. Self-defin- ed as a man of
multiple projects and multiple pas-
sions, Ballard has also contributed
to engineering, archaeology, and
scientific education.
Despite his Ph.D. in marine
geology and geophysics from the
University of Rhode Island,
Ballard does not describe himself
as a scientist. "I think of myself
more as an undersea explorer," he
said. "And in today's world to be
an undersea explorer, you have to
be a scientist."
However, Ballard sees the
American view of science as
flawed. "We inherited this arro-
gance from Europe," he said. "This
idea of 'Herr Professor.' " Accord-
ing to Ballard, the first forays into
scientific research were performed
Anonymous student hot
BYJENNY MCDEVITT
StaffWriter
With the pressures college can
bring, students occasionally need
someone to give information, of-
fer advice or to listen. The student
volunteer group First Step is work-
ing to provide students with these
resources.
First Step is an anonymous
phone line comprised of trained
volunteers to help students in need.
The group is coordinated by Kara
McClurken '99.
"The main thing we do is
work the phone lines. Someone is
available in the First Step office
Monday through Thursday from
Board of Ministries strives to support campus religious life
BY GILLIAN HOUGHTON
StaffWriter
The Board of Campus Minis-
tries has begun another year of
planning to serve Kenyon's spiri-
tual needs outside the traditional
religious services.
The board is comprised of lo-
cal church officials, leaders of stu-
dent religious organizations and an
administrative liason.
The board is continuing to
create a niche on campus by pro-
viding financial support and plan-
ning resources for numerous cam-
pus events.
The organization was in active
for several years until last spring
when it was revitalized by former
Dean of Academic Advising Liz
Keeney.
According to board member
Rev. Jim Ellison of the Epworth
United Methodist Church, the
by men funded by their fathers'
money.
"The commoner wasn't even
in the game," said Ballard. "It was,
'Who are these dummies?' More
and more that's gone away, and I
think, 'Good riddance, hopefully
it'll vanish.' Science has become
a ward of the state. There's been a
transition in science where more
and more of the scientific estate
realizes that it's responsible to the
citizens and needs to tell them
what they're gelling out of it."
It was this fundamental inter-
est in science and education reform
that led Ballard into one of his less
publicized efforts, the creation of
the JASON Foundation for Edu-
cation in 1989. The JASON
program provides an opportunity
for junior and senior high school
students to experience undersea
exploration firsthand.
"I was a pain," Ballard said of
himself during his school years. "I
think a lot of people, a lot of kids
like me are shunted away from
learning because they're a pain,
10 p.m. to midnight and on Friday
and Saturday from 11 p.m. to 2
a.m. We answer questions, help
people work through their prob-
lems, come up with alternative
ideas, provide useful information,
and listen. We listen and we care,"
said McClurken. First Step's
phone number on campus is 5626.
Volunteers working with First
Step have access to a variety of
help resources including hot line
numbers and health information.
The phone lines stay open to ad-
dress any issue that comes through.
First Step acts not only as an
information resource, but as an
outlet for students to openly and
anonymously discuss their prob--
'We are very interested in
like to see on campus and
growth and needs'
group was "starting things essen-
tially from scratch," at that point.
Ellison is also active in Kenyon
Friends, the campus Quaker group.
Since then, changes in person-
nel, in particular the resignations
of Keeney and former administra-
tive liaison and Director of
Multicultural Affairs Pamela Tho-
mas, and a more defined sense of
purpose have invigorated the
group.
"We are very interested in
what students would like to see on
campus and to address their spiri-
tual growth and needs," said Jenny
Ross, assistant to the dean of resi
Scientist and explorer Robert Ballard
because their energy level is so
high, and their curiosity is so
great"
After discovering the Titanic,
Ballard received an avalanche of
letters written by children asking
to come on his future expeditions.
In this enthusiasm, Ballard saw a
motivational tool for scientific
learning. He said, "Could we en- -
line serves
'We know what it's like
to be a college student
and all the pressures
that go along with that.'
Kara McClurken
lems and anxieties.
Most volunteers have had
past experience working with simi-
lar phone lines and have worked
to develop their listening skills,
McClurken said.
"All volunteers go through a
training process and trial period
with a more experienced worker.
But most of us have worked on
other phone lines or counseling
what students would
to address their spiritual
Jenny Ross
dential life and administrative li-
aison to the Board of Campus Min-
istries.
The board hosted a dessert
gathering last month, inviting the
student leaders from each of the es-
tablished campus religious organi-
zations.
The goal of this meeting was
for the board to better understand
student needs and interests.
Student board members ex-
pressed the need for a greater cam-
pus awareness of religious groups,
for the opportunity for students to
learn about all faiths, and for com-
munication among campus orga
Me.in Buhr
gage the children in this great
adventure, and in doing so, keep
their love of science alive? Be-
cause I think in many cases teach-
ers don't turn it on, they turn it off."
In effect, the JASON program
provides incentive for students to
study the sciences. "I don't think
you order anyone to do anything,"
said Ballard. "I think all things that
as counseling resource
centers before. We learn what's
most effective in helping students
out," said McClurken.
Run entirely by students. First
Step operates separately from the
Health and Counseling Center.
"We're students, too. Some-
times people mistake us for pro-
fessional counselors or as being
affiliated with outside counseling
services, but that's not true," said
McClurken.
"We know what it's like to be
a college student and all the pres-
sures that go along with that," she
said. '
First Step's main goal is help-
ing students, McClurken said. To
do this the group first needs to be
nizations.
With a sense of what the stu-
dents wanted from the organiza-
tion, the board began planning the
year's activities.
To foster student understand-
ing and appreciation of the diverse
faiths represented at Kenyon, a
panel discussion on varieties of
religious expression is scheduled
for Nov. 2 at 7 p.m. in Peirce
Lounge and will be moderated by
board director Rev. Edd Schullz of
Harcourt Parish.
The board hopes this will
serve as an opportunity for people
of different religious affiliations to
ask questions and learn about the
beliefs and practices of others.
Depending on the success of Uiis
event, other discussions may fol-
low.
The board is partly funded by
Kenyon and welcomes requests on
the part of religiously affiliated
are rewarding in life come after
you pay your dues. The JASON
project is an affirmation that all of
us can do anything."
Growing up in San Diego,
"feet from the ocean," Ballard has
possessed an interest in oceanog-
raphy from his earliest years.
"When I was a child, from the very
beginning of my memory, I wanted
to be an oceanographer," he said.
'The ocean is just a constant com-
panion."
"If it isn't difficult, it isn't
worth doing," said Ballard. "If it's
difficult, then it's going to take a
fair amount of time."
"It turns out what's stopping
you in life is generally another
human force that's acting against
you and what you want to do," said
Ballard. "I've found that if you're
determined, the other force will
find a reason not to be there, the
next lime you visit that issue."
"If you have a dream, you
have a passion. And if you have a
passion, you can overcome any-
thing;" he said.
come known to the Kenyon com-
munity. Many students are not
aware of First Step as a counsel-
ing resource, she said.
"We want the Kenyon com-
munity to feel safe when they call
us. But before they call us, they
have to knowwe exist,"
McClurken pointed out.
By providing help to those in
need, First Step is creating a name
for itself and gaining a reputation
as a service for Kenyon students.
The volunteers understand
what challenges students and they
are waiting by the phones to help.
"Change is rarely easy," said
McClurken. "First Step is here to
help make life a little easier."
individuals or groups for financial
support for events.
They emphasize that the or-
ganization is for the student com-
munity and therefore is enthusias-
tic towards all suggestions that will
let them better help Kenyon stu-
dents.
The board intends to "help
center religious interest," Ellison
said. "Some of that religious inter- -
est is directed in religious activi-
ties but most of it isn't. Students
have questions about purpose:
'where am I going?' ... Lots of stu-
dents ask these but they are not
easy to pursue or answer."
The board has set out to offer
the pastoral care and help to those
who choose to pursue these inquir-
ies. President of Hillel, Jessica
Adler '98 said, "It's good that the
board is getting more involved
and trying to do more this year."
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J. Crew is what you'll be seeing on
much of this year's student body. Most
are up on the new fallwinter line
already, and we have to wonder why. Is
it for fashion, comfort or convenience
that everyone seems to be donning
these J. Crew duds? Whatever the
reason, you can bet that almost-everyon- e,
from the ultimate fashion
vixen to the tops in fashion faux pas,
constant in this column is that your voice will always be
present. We have many ideas, but your input and sugges-
tions for topics are strongly encouraged. The staff looks
forward to bringing this new form of entertainment to
Kenyon College, so enjoy. L.LV.K7A.M.
All ODE
"
OIN THE
How does being at Kenyon
affect the way you dress?
"It makes me more sloppy." cssia
Cole '98
"Actually, it makes me dress
nicer." Molly Atkinson '01
"If I dressed the way I really
wanted to, I'd just wear boxers.
But at Kenyon, you gotta make
yourself more presentable."
Jonathan Holter '98
How do you feel while
walking down the Peirce
runway? Nervous?
"No, not unless I drop my tray."
Jane Rim '00
"If anything, I dread the food that
awaits me on the other side more
than the actual walk." Jessica Cole
'98
"If I was a girl I probably would
not like it. I'd probably feel eyes on
me." Jonathan Holter '98
H.K.P.L.
' J i W 'J
1. corduroy chinos
2. boxer briefs
3. wool Shetland sweaters
4. The clothing will last you through
your years at Gambier and into the
real world
5. If your boxmate stole your cata-
log, don't worry you can always
pull one out of the trash
.
"p8 softs
has something on (under that fleece, perhaps?) that bears the company name. Test it out some time.
Tell a random how much you like their pants and chances are their response will be, "Thanks,
they're J. Crew!
"-A-
M
Maureen Salmon '01
Let's be honest.,
.we all think about style.
Whether you live in Caples or Leonard, whether you're
freshly new to Gambier or practically a townie, none of you
can help but notice the trends showcased on the infamous
Middle Path. Just think about how many chances you have
to strut your stuff down the runways of Kenyon College.
Take the Great Hall for example. Face it, even the library
atrium is a spectator's dream. Whether the majority of your
clothes come from the Salvation Army, a pricey catalog, or
neither, everyone has an opinion about the varied styles
present on this "in your face" campus.
So we mustered up the courage to speak about this
taboo and often controversial issue. We are not claiming
Mr. Blackwell status. In fact, we are not here to judge at all.
Rather, we are here to reflect the diverse styles and atti-
tudes that exist in our community and incorporate them
with the "real" world that awaits every Kenyon camper.
A top designer once said that one of the first places to
be hip to the latest trends of the season is J.C. Penney. The
policy here is no platinum cards, no worries. No matter
what the pop culture tries to teach us, it doesn't take money
"to be money! Clothing is only one of many ways of express-
ing style. Our job is to cover as many styles as possible.
The topic of each issue will vary, introducing students
with a flair for fashion from all facets of life at Kenyon, as
J --well as focusing on activity groups and functions. The only
m? t--
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Matt Beason '99
''it?.
Do you feel you succumb to the J. Crew catalog to order clothes?
If you do, do you order forconvenience or personal choice?
"I've never had a J. Crew catalog in my life." Nathan Erickson '00
"My goal is to be a J. Crew model." Jonathan Hotter '98
"I don't get J. Crew catalogs. Yet I do think being at Kenyon makes you
more aware of the labels, Crew, Patagonia, LL Bean." Dam Higby '99
"No way, never. Actually, I ordered a pair of jeans once. They didn't fit."
Peter Lukens '98
and
:
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shoes
3
A recent model of J. Crew shoes
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Phoebe Walker '98
inirrTiTrwn
Shannon Conrad '98
All pliotogr.iplisL'a Lonky
1. "Vintage ski sweaters"
(puh-leeze- !)
2. Any patterned items of clothing
3. You can never be sure of a good
fit
4. Backorder. 'Nuff said.
5. You'll always have a J. Crew look-a-lik- e
on campus
Holly K w a k . . . c o - e d i t o r Liz L o n k y . . . c o - e d i t o r
Writersphotographers
n i' T T Victoria Kirby... Alexandra Mustonen...PeterLukens... Justin Davis1 1 1 Rash i Dhanda...Ryan P. McDermott...Matt Hermann. ..Alexa Goldstein. ..Erin;iMorYhy
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Jazz, exotic percussion in Rosse Hall tonight
BY JOHN SHERCK
A&E Editor
The Jim Ed Cobbs Quartet
will present an evening of jazz
featuring exotic percussion instru-
ments from around the world
tonight at 7:30. Jeff Ciampa on
bass, Joe Crump on saxophone and
Tony McClurg on drums join pia-
nist and drummer Jim Ed Cobbs on
the Rosse Hall stage. Cobbs is an
adjunct instructor of percussion at
Kenyon.
The foursome has been to-
gether for about four years. "We
play in a lot of different settings,"
says Cobbs. "This Rosse Hall per-
formance isn't really a typical
setting."
The group, which plays for
parties and at clubs in the Colum-
bus area, performs in many styles.
Says Cobbs "We play together in
reggae bands, funk bands, jazz
bands, rock bands whatever the
party calls for. We're very versa-
tile in that way. I can't imagine
playing just one type of music."
Bassist Jeff Ciampa leads a
band called Vinyl, which has re-
leased one album of music and has
another in the works.
Crump, like Cobbs, is a native
of Texas. He studied music at the
Arts Magnet School in Dallas.
What: Jim Ed Cobbs Quartet
When: 7:30, tonight
Where: Rosse Hall
Tony McClurg, drummer for
many Ohio recording studios, can
also be seen on public television
with the Bobby Floyd Trio.
The quartet's program tonight
includes music which utilizes per-
cussion instruments from around
the world, including Brazil and the
Middle East.
Cobbs is intensely devoted to
music. "It's really a blessing," he
says. "I can always sit down at a
piano or drum set and lose my-
self."
Recognizing the transitory
nature of human life, Cobbs has
found a stable foundation for his
life in music: "It's a comforting
feeling to have something that I
love so much that I' II always have."
Besides a personal experience,
Cobbs also finds music an intensely
social phenomenon. "It's a great
fraternity ," says Cobbs. "When you
make music with other musicians,
it's a beautiful thing.
"There's also something great
about being able to ... play music
that affects other people's lives."
Speaking of his early expo
sure to music, Cobbs says "I don't
ever remember not being a musi-
cian."
His oldest brother, 14 years
older than Jim Ed, was part of a
hippie garage band. Says Cobbs,
"I was about four when my oldest
brother got a drum seL... I just kind
of latched onto it.
"Before that I used to play on
my Tinker Toy cans whiie watch-
ing Soul Train."
Cobbs, originally from
Mineola, Texas, a small railroad
town, studied music at the Univer-
sity of North Texas and earned a
bachelor's degree in jazz studies
from Capital University in Colum-
bus.
Besides Kenyon, Cobbs
teaches at Capital and Mount
Vernon Nazarene College. "I think
it's a great thing to be able to share
my love of music and also share
what I know about it," says Cobbs.
"If I just sat in my room and played,
it would be pretty fruidess."
Looking to the future, Cobbs
says "I'd like to tap into the song
writing scene, because that's an
area I haven't really explored yet.
I' ve succeeded at what I started off
wanting to do I'm playing a lot
and teaching a lot. I'd also like to
build my career as an educator.
Teaching is very important to
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Jim Ed Cobbs performs this evening in Ros.se Hull wiih hLs quanet.
Kate Bennett
Cobbs, in part because of the slu- - hopes to do in the future,
dents. "If they want to leant, I "I'm a family oriented per- -
really like that." son," he says. "I came from a
Teaching will also allow him strong family and I want to have
to build a family, something he one for myself."
Chvala brings 'fierce, ferocious dancing' to Kenyon
BY SARAH HART
StaffWriter
Rhythm, beat, dance, tap,
stomp, noise. No, it isn't
Riverdance or STOMP. Through
Oct 24, Kenyon is hosting Joe
Chvala of the Flying Foot Forum
as dancer and choreographer in
residence. Chvala will be giving a
lecture and demonstration next
Thursday during common hour in
the Hill Theater.
During his two week stay,
Chvala is teaching beginning mod-
em dance (period 4), intermediate
modem dance (period E) and in-
termediate ballet (Monday and
Friday, 4-5:3- 0). The general pub-
lic is invited to attend these classes.
Chvala will also teach a class in
choreography and composition.
Thursday's lecture and dem-
onstration will give all Kenyon
students the chance to see the kind
ofwork Chvala does with his dance
company, the Flying Foot Forum.
Some students from his classes
may be involved in the demonstra-
tion, but audience participation will
be minimal. "Nothing that can't be
done from the seats," promises
Chvala
Chvala is especially excited
about the choreography and com-
position class because it
concentrates on his style as a cho-
reographer. As a percussive dancer,
Chvala uses rhythmic dance tech-
niques ranging from tap and step to
clog and styles of folk dancing that
involve sound.
Students will see how Chvala
approaches his work and have the
chance to explore die use of per-
cussive dance principles to create
work of their own. Chvala wants
students to use the dance steps not
purely for dancing but also to tell a
story.
Chvala began dancing at five,
but quit when his brother decided
not to go to dance class any more.
His study of dance started again as
he became involved in theater as
an adolescent, continuing his in-
terest through college.
Flying Foot Forum began in
Minneapolis six years ago with
Chvala's desire to create a dance
company that would take the idea
of percussive dancing and expand
the definition.
"We find new ways of doing
dance with both feet and body in
order to come up with a new form,
a new style," he says.
They work to create pieces
that convey character, ideas and
storiesin an almost theatrical fash-
ion through not only the dancing
itself, but props, sets and voices,
all unusual tools for dancers. The
' '
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Joe Chvala will be teaching classes through Oct. 24.
Kate Bennett
company spends its time touring
and giving classes, either individu-
ally, like at Kenyon, or as a
company.
Some of Thursday's lecture
will also involve Chvala's script in
progress for a comedy dance show
entitled "One's All, Two's All,
ZigZall Zan."The tide comes from
a children's nursery rhyme and the
show is written entirely in verse.
"It's a really wacky fractured
Grimm's fairy tale," says Chvala
"It's about the character's search
for meaning, which can be diffi-
cult in the cuckoo clock world."
The dances are not always
comic, however. In fact, the per-
cussive style lends itself to more
intense, savage dancing. The com-
pany recenUy worked on a dance
called "Mjollnir," the name of
Thor's hammer in Norse myUiol-og- y.
The story is loosely based on
Norse myths, but actually concen
trates more on the archetypes taken
from the myths and uses the ar-
chetypes to comment on the 20lh
centuryworld.
Chvala describes it as "fierce,
ferocious dancing, but human at
the same time. It shows what
happens when humanity is backed
up against a wall, the behavior
that is exhibited when things are
out of balance.
"Percussive dancing can be
expressive of a lot of things. You
have to find the right kind of vo-
cabulary to tell the story."
Chvala finds vocabulary for
a wide variety of stories. Even
when telling a story that is lyrical
or romantic he finds it is impor-
tant to keep an edge of reality in
the work.
Chvala's residency is spon-
sored by Faculty Lectureships and
the Department of Dance and
Drama.
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Joyful Wisdom Tour hits town
7
BYJOHN SHERCK
A&E Editor
Tuesday at 8 p.m., Rosse Hall will
resound with the music of the Lamas of
Garden Jangtse Monastery, located in India.
This performance, part of their Joyful Wis-
dom Tour, presents some facets of their
deep Tibetan spiritual tradition. Admission
is free for Kenyon students, $2 for Kenyon
administration, faculty and staff, and $4 for
all others.
Ten monks from Garden Jangtse will
present a program of dance, debate, drama
and such ritual elements as the chanting of
mantras. According to tourorganizerMaggie
Kress, in publicity material sent out for the
tour, "The performance of tantric rituals ...
creates beneficial, subde vibrations for the
environment. By the use of voices and in-
struments ... we are led into a mystical realm
of peace and spirituality.
"The performance offers great variety:
deep-voic- ed sacred chanting and rigorous,
unrehearsed debate followed by a short
dharma talk by the Abbot."
The Ganden Monastery was founded in
1
1409 in Lhasa, Tibet, y the teacher and
scholar Je Tsongkhapa. The monastery
trained monks in a reformed version of
Tibetan Buddhism that was free of sectarian
differences that prevailed at the1 lime.
Housing as many as 7,000 monks, the
monastery was destroyed by the Chinese
army in 1959. Like many monasteries,
Ganden Jangtse was rebuilt in south India in
1969 on land the Indian government do--
JAMES SHERIDAN
Film Critic
. The Power Of One
Friday 8 p.m.
Higley Auditorium
From John Avildsen, the director of
Rocky comes The Power ofOne, set in South
Africa Stephen Dorff plays the hero P.K.,
a white South African boy victimized by
neo-Naz- is at an Afrikaans boarding school.
Through his relationships with prisoners
Doc (Armin Mueller-Sta- hl from Shine) and
Geel Piet (Morgan Freeman), P.K. discov-
ers his talent for boxing and uses this as a
means to confront the hateful institution of
apartheid. P.K. becomes a leader of the anti-aparthe- id
movement and a final boxing match
becomes a metaphor for the entire South
African community. Shot in Zimbabwe, the
film also stars John Gielgud.
Looking For Richard
Saturday 8 p.m.
Higley A udilorium
Looking For Richard is a candid and
innovative documentary from one of the
finest actors of our time. The film shows
director and actor Al Pacino wrestling with
William Shakespeare (can you say whoo-hah- ?)
as he tries to stage a production of
--Richard HI. The film cuts from interviews
with current Shakespearian scholars such as
Kenneth Branagh and John Gielgud to pierc-
ing on-the-str- eet questions ofShakespeare's
resonance. A look at the newly reconstructed
Globe Theater also guides the film as Pacino
attempts to explain the play. In the center of
all of the murders, rehearsals, soliloquys,
and posturing, Pacino provides a penetrat-
ing gaze into an actor's process and the
development of his craft. He obviously
loves this. Also starring Alec Baldwin,
Winona Ryder and Kevin Spacey.
What: Lamas of Garden Jangste
Monastery performance
When: Tuesday, 8 p.m.
Where: Rosse Hall
nated.
The Joyful Wisdom Tour is an effort to
raise funds for the monastery and share the
monks' cultural heritage with others.
The monastery is raising funds to care
for refugees fleeing Tibet and arriving in the
Tibetan monasteries of south India. They
struggle to provide all comers with educa-
tion, food, medicine and shelter.
The monks' visit to Kenyon is spon-
sored by Students for a Free Tibet
T
Li I
Lost Horizon
Sunday 7:30
Olin Auditorium
Sponsored by the Religion Film Series
A 1938 multiple Academy Award win-
ner, Lost Horizon was made by one of the
greatest American directors of all time, Frank
Capra. Capra created such films as It's A
Wonderful Life and Mr. Smith Goes To
Washington. Healsomadeaseries on World
War II entiUed Why We Fight. Lost Horizon
shows the looming presence of the Second
World War as a noted B ritish idealist (Ronald
Coleman) evacuates refugees from a war-ravag- ed
China. His plane out of the country
. crashes near the enchanted mountain para-
dise Shrangri-L- a In this Eden-lik- e valley he
encounters the dying High Lama (Sam Jaffe)
who wants to find a successor. The support-
ing cast include Jane Wyatt and Edward
Horton. This powerful and intriguing film
was based on James Hilton's Utopian novel.
The Birds
Wednesday 10 p.m.
Higley Auditorium
Alfred Hitchcock's 1963 classic horror-f-
antasy film Tlie Birds still manages to
conjure up feelings of terror for modern
audiences despite being made during the
Kennedy administration. When all of the
birds on the small coastal town of Bodega
Bay start attacking people, leads Tippi
1 ledren, Rod Taylor and Jessica Tandy have
to cover their heads and run for their lives.
An Academy Award nominee for Best Spe-
cial Effects, The Birds has a dynamic musical
score and many big scares, including a
seagull attack on children at an outdoor
birthday party. Look for the director's cameo
as he walks his dogs past a pet shop in the
beginning. The Birds can be viewed as a
precursor to such Liter films as Jaws and
Twelve Monkeys.
BY BRAD GOODSON
Film Critic
Rated: R Film length: 122 minutes
Ten Russian nuclear warheads have
been stolen. One of those bombs detonates
in the Ural Mountains. The other nine are in
the hands of terrorists with unknown mo-
tives. Who you gonna call ? George Clooney
and Nicole Kidman, of course!
The Peacemaker, the first movie re-
leased by S tephen Spielberg' s DreamWorks
Pictures, is a decent, albeit flawed, film.
Although the acting is strong (surprisingly
so in the case of Clooney), The Peacemaker
falters somewhat because the makers of the
film couldn't decide whether they were
making a drama or an action flick. The
result, depending on how viewers choose to
look at the film, is either a drama with too
much absurd violence or a thriller with too
much downtime.
Clooney plays Thomas Devoe, an intel-
ligence officer with Army Special Forces.
Underworld
Don DeLillo
New York: Scribnei
827pp. $27.50
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Kidman plays Dr. Julia Kelly, the "acting
head of the White House Nuclear Smug-
gling Group." The two join forces in an
effort to thwart the plans of a terrorist who
seeks to blow up the headquarters of the
United Nations along with most of New
York City.
The direction of Mimi Leder (of ER
fame) is characteristic of most big screen
directorial debuts: inconsistent. At times the
pace of the film builds so gradually that
viewers won' t even realize they're sitting on
the edge of their seats. There are also times,
however, in which the movie bashes view-
ers over the head with action. A certain car
chase scene in particular is so silly that it
brings back memories of the ridiculous 30
minute "ending" to Face Off.
Give script writer Michael Schiffer big
points though for leaving romance out of the
relationship between Kidman and Clooney.
If only the film's editors had cut some more
of the silliness out...
Grade: B- -
ZK 'Underworld' engages reader
Garden J anjsste Monks Tour publicity
A Garden Jangtse monk dances for the show
on more than one level
BY JOSEPH FOUSE
Book Critic
it
met
n.
fering points of view and shuttles from de-
cade to decade. There is no significant plot
in the conventional sense, but rather a gradual
accumulation of incidents and images. Two
recurring motifs dominate Underworld: gar-
bage and the Bomb. The protagonist, Nick
Shay, is employed in the field of "waste
disposal" on a grand scale, and throughout
the novel mast of the characters live under
the threat of nuclear holocaust. It would be
easy to say that DeLillo convincingly evokes
the spirit of die Cold War, even for those of
us born long after the Cuban Missile Crisis,
but it is to his credit that his consciousness is
far more than social. He is not as concerned
with history itself as he is with its symbolic
potential, which he exploits in prose ranging
from the squalid to the sweeping and monu-
mental.
Underworld is not, however, a flawless
book. DeLillo occasionally seems too eager
to make the considerable weight of his im-
ages and palters perfecUy obvious. The result
can appear either facile or overburdened.
These are not, however, considerable prob-
lems. We should be grateful for a novel
which bothers to engage us on more than
one level and is at the same time intensely
readable.
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Dylan's newest won't drop out of mind A Periodic Hip-Ho- p Review
BY WILL HICKMAN
Music Critic
Go ahead, call me biased.
I'm willing to forgive Bob Dylan
more than any other artist living,
dead or anywhere in between
which is where most listeners have
been placing him for over two
decades now. His latest album,
Time Out ofMind, however, con-
tains nothing that requires
anyone's forgiveness.
Since his 1975 Blood on the
Tracks, his last unquestionable
masterpiece, Dylan . fans have
been forced to make do with an
assortment of live throwaways
(Real Live, Bob Dylan at
Budokan), half-hearte- d studio cut-and-pa- ste
jobs (Down in the
Groove, Empire Burlesque) and
misfired conceptual exercises
(Street Legal, Under the Red Sky).
Even the occasional near-triump- h
was marred by some crucial
lapse. 1989's Oh Mercy, easily
his finest work of the 80s, none-
theless included the plodding
drivel of "Disease of Conceit"
and "What Good am I?" while
leaving off "Series of Dreams,"
one ofhis all-li- me greatest songs,
which was not released until the
1991 Bootleg Series box set.
Likewise, despite strong
singing and production, as well
as the classic single "Hurricane,"
Desire, his immediate followup
to Blood on the Tracks, was
bogged down by such tropical
tripe as "Mozambique." On
1979's Slow Train Coming, even
the newly regained power of
Dylan's voice and the sympathetic
backing of Mark Knopfler on
guitar were unable tocompensate
for the militant, at times spiteful,
Christian propaganda of the
record's lyrics.
uMinww -- Mia:
Cornershop
BY BEN KEENE
Music Critic
For those who were excited
last year by Kula Shaker's stylistic
fusion of rock with the world mu-
sic of India, I invite you to take a
step further. Give When I Was Born
for the 7th Time, the new album
from Comershop, a listen. It prob-
ably deserves more than one.
From the first track you will
be carried through a tuneful carni-
val, bombarded with invitations to
experience one of fourteen entic-
ing songs.
Vocalistsongwriter Tjinder
Singh begins by effortlessly weld-
ing sound textures to lyrics in both
English and his native dialect with
a sort of gleeful randomness.
! Additionally, the instrumen-
tal compositions navigate through
an atmosphere of colorful moods
and interesting harmonic combi
m m
s
k
i
The cover of Bob Dylan's new album Time
For the last six or so years,
frustrated by pop songwriting in
general and the terrible critical re-
ception of 1990's Under the Red
Sky, Dylan has reexamined his folk
roots. He has released two uni-
formly excellent sets of
occasionally obscure blues num-
bers.
M uch of the pessimistic world-vie- w
and preoccupation with mor-
tality so evident on Time Out of
Mind derives directly from this
investigation. The new album thus
serves as a stunningly effective
modem update of the material out
of which Dylan originally carved
out his reputation in New York
City 36 years ago.
The deceptively jaunty 17-min- ute
album closer, "Highlands,"
shares a kinship with such early
tragicomic masterpieces as
"Talkin" World War III Blues,"
while the devastatingly understated
balladry of "Standing in the Door- -
'captivating
nations.
The contemporary spin Singh
puts on the traditional use of the
sitar and the tamboura, interspers-
ing droning melodies with samples
and an active use of rhythm and
percussion, is another noticeable
highlight
Overall, When I Was Born
extends across a large musical ter-
ritory, encompassing elements of
funk, pop and hip hop and even
throwing a country song into the
mix.
A fitting conclusion, the al-
bum ends with a cover of
"Norwegian Wood (This Bird has
Flown)," acknowledging an ear-
lier British group who first
introduced the western world to
the music of India, The Beatles.
When I Was Born certainly pro-
vides ample evidence that Tjinder
Singh understands just what it is
that makes music captivating.
no v
OutofMind
way" takes the cutting offhand-ednes- s
of his folk period and
channels it through Blood on the
Tracks' s bitter melodrama. De-spi- le
its obvious connection to
the blues, Time Out of Mind dis-
plays remarkable range, both
musically and conceptually.
The only constant through-
out the album is the recognition
of the ominous specter of death.
This is particularly clear on "Not
Dark Yet" and "Cold Iron
Bound."
When Dylan's self-title- d de-
but album was released in 1962,
containing such song titles as
"Fixin" to Die" and "See That My
Grave is Kept Clean," some crit-
ics doubted the 21 -- year-old's
ability to convincingly deal with
such decidedly mature material.
Now, no one can question that
Dylan has earned that right
Grade: A
Prescription for the Kenyon Blues
BY MELISSA DE GAETANO
'
Music Critic
Close your eyes and imagine
the life of a famous blues musi-
cian. You probably picture a
smoke-fille- d bar, a time-weathere- d,
heartbroken singer who takes a
drag on his cigarette between verses
and drowns his misery with a
couple beers between sets. His
music, you think, is amazing but
only because he suffers.
While this may be the image
of the typical blues artist, Horace
Silver is anything but typical. Al-
though his music is pure blues, its
spiritually-founde- d, positive mes-
sage inspires hope and joy in the
listener and reflects Horace's own
health-consciou- s, life-embraci- ng
lifestyle.
Horace Silver neither drinks
nor smokes. Although he has suf-
fered numerous life-threateni- ng
BY MAC GLINN
Music Critic
Alter a relativity slow sum-
mer for rap, this fall has seen the
return of some old names. Both the
Alkaholiksand Beatnutscame back
with tighter than ever third albums,
and both of them continue to un-
abashedly embrace the hard
lifestyle which has made them so
popular on the street.
It is especially curious that the
two groups should come back with
albums soclose to each other given
theirsimilarities. Both tend toward
X-rat-
ed rap, party intensive lyrics
and constant trash-talkin- g, not to
mention their African American
Hispanic backgrounds.
The Beatnuts, hailing from the
Bronx, have been slept on by main-
stream radio and even many critics
(outside of New York City) since
their debut EP Intoxicatedpenums,
which contained underground jams
like "No Equal" and "Reign of the
TEC." 1
Their second alpunj, Street ,
Level, was a good effort but lacked
the superior h(xks of the first EP,
although the samples that they uti-
lized were noticeably tighter.
With their new album, Stone
Crazy, JuJu and Les have dumped
Fashion, the third of the trio, and
found the right combination. Both
"Off the Books" and "Do You Be-
lieve?" have found their way onto
hip-ho- p charts nationwide, but cer-
tainly not because of poppy lyrics.
Despite their hardcore con-
tent, the creativity of their rhymes
continue to be a standard for the
industry.
In addition, The Beatnuts have
perfected their background sound,
one marked by tight, up-tem- po bass
overlaid with funky hom and or-
gan loops with well-time- d changes
health conditions and the pain of
divorce, he refrains from complain-
ing and "singing the blues"; instead,
his music focuses on the positive
aspects of life he has learned to
see.
Originally producing records
with major labels, Horace Silver
became independent when Colum-
bia didn't want to support the
missionary turn Silver's music had
taken.
His most recent release, A Pre-
scription for the Blues, offers music
as a cure for the emotional pain
people suffer every day.
Although entirely instrumen-
tal, Silver took the liberty of writing
lyrics and printing them on the
insert.
While these lyrics clearly out-lin- e
Silver's message of
forgiveness, peace, harmony and
faith, they are almost superfluous:
no words can convey with the same
of pace throughout each piece.
Stone Crazy is an album that
satisfies everyone from the hip-ho-p
novice who is looking for
something a little less mainstream
to the hard core hip-ho- p fan who
appreciates lyrical quality and su-
perior DJing.
The Alkaholiks' new album,
Likwidatrion is far superior to their
second, and perhaps even surpasses
their party intensive first album,
Twenty-On- e and Over. The slower,
less involved samples of their
sophomore showing, Coast II
Coast, simply couldn't compete
with jams like "Make Room,"
"Only when I'm. .."and even "Last
Call". If not for the noteworthy
"The Next Level," Coast II Coast
might have been it for these boys
from California (although E-- S wil t
is actually from Columbus).
Likwidation reveals just how
misleading Lhrui second album was.
Particularly well.done are the col-
laborations on the new album, as
everyone fronf, Of!, Dirty to Keith
Murray to Nas,to King Tee are
represented on their new joint.
The 'Liks return to more of
the up-tem- po beats that marked
their first album, particularly with
songs like "Off the Wall" (with
Keith Murray), "All Night," and
"Likwit Ridas," featuring the
Whoridas, who had with their own
hit album this summer.
"Likwidation" and "Hip-Ho- p
Drunkies" with 01' Dirty have al-
ready made appearances on
hip-ho-p charts. The sample of the
ice clinking in the latter is the most
creative thing to drop since the
doorbell sample in Wu-Wea- r.
No matter which you should
choose (there's no way I could
pickjustone), you'll find that both
of these veterans of the rap game
come correct in their latest LP's.
intensity Silver's message as well
as the lilting melodies of his songs
and the joyous way Silver's fin-
gers dance on the piano keys.
While the album itself starts
off slow, it picks up in the third
track with "You Gotta Shake that
Th ing" as S il ver professes the posi-
tive uplift that can be experienced
by dancing to take a break from
daily problems.
I lis music picks up even more
in the sixth track when Silver quotes
Martin Luther King Jr. and uses a
Latin beat to express the joy people
feel when people are "Free at Last"
from the bonds of prejudice and
hate.
Despite occasional slow mo-
ments and the slight inability of
horn players Michael and Randy
Brecker to keep up with Silver's
musical expression, A Prescrip-
tion for the Blues is definitely what
the doctor ordered. , ....
.
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Wanted: One undisputed
national champion
Penn State's victory against Ohio State
could set stage for another poll debate
BY BOB DOLGAN
Senior Staff Columnist
If one thing can sum up this
year's wacky college football
season it is the list of football-oriente- d
universities which are
not in the Top 25: Notre Dame,
Miami, Colorado, Alabama,
Southern California and Texas.
Three other traditional powers
still rule the polls at the halfway
point of the season with Penn
State at No. 1 (after their win
over Ohio State and Florida's
loss at LSU), Nebraska at No. 2
and Florida State at No. 3.
This sets up; the ever-confoundi- ng
prospect of Penn State
making it through its season un-
defeated and heading to the Rose
Bowl to play a second-rat- e Pac- - f
10 opponent while the winner of
the Orange Bowl, this year's
face-o- ff between the No. 1 and
No. 2 Bowl Alliance teams, gets
the national title. Nebraska could
play either Florida State, if the
Seminoles make it through the
season unscathed, or North Caro-
lina, if they get by FSU on Nov.
8. Penn State might get over-
looked in the polls just as it did
in 1995 when the national cham-
pionship was handed to Nebraska
by way of its victory in an Alli-
ance BowL
The archaic "Grand Daddy
of them All" finally enters the
Bowl Alliance in 1998, thus solv-
ing some immediate problems,
although the possibility of three
teams finishing undefeated
would still leave NCAA officials
scratching their heads. The
NCAA seems to have figured out
how to award national champi-
onships in other sports, holding
the 64-tea- m basketball tourna-
ment in March and baseball's
College World Series, not to
mention dozens of other sports,
in Divisions I, II and III. Other
levels of college football even
have a playoff system that deter-
mines one undisputed champion.
So why no playoff system in
Division I? Would a prolonged
season be too grueling for studen-
t-athletes? Might it cut into
their study time? Obviously Di-
visions I-A- A, II, and III football
don't have these problems, as
some teams play up to 15 games
because of the playoff system.
The answer comes down to
the greed of the NCAA and uni-
versities across the country. Bowl
games would most likely become
obsolete if a tournament were put
in place and huge paychecks
from even the least important,
corporate games like the traditio-
n-rich Carquest Bowl or the
I LL
Poulan-WeedEat- er Indepen-
dence Bowl would be lost.
One possible remedy, so that
the fans get what they deserve
and college presidents can line
their pockets: an eight-tea- m
tournament among the champi-
ons of the major conferences (the
Pac-1- 0, Big 10, Big 12, ACC,
SEC, Big East, WAC, and Con-
ference USA), with games
played in neutral, bowl-typ- e set-
tings. The semi-fina- ls and finals
could be played at the sites of the
Rose, Orange or Sugar Bowl and
the championship could rotate
among the three, with huge pay-
days for teams making it that far.
The television money in this for-
mat would be enormous, which
should 'be enough to do away
wim! the1 'current' system; Some
bowls could be kept to satisfy the
fans of teams that didn't make
the tournament and to get them
involved in the lucrative bowl
season.
How 'bout them Cowboys!
And I'm certainly not talking
about the ones from Dallas. The
cowpokes from Oklahoma State
are undefeated at the midpoint of
the season. They have put to-
gether quite a run, including a
defeat of Colorado last week and
Texas two weeks ago. Fans in
Stillwater have been waiting for
this type of season since the days
of Thurman Thomas and Barry
Sanders. The Cowboys' game
against Texas A & M on Nov. 1
will help to decide the Big 12
South champ.
Ileisman stuff: Now that
Tennessee has chalked up its an-
nual loss to Florida, Peyton Man-
ning can concentrate on the
Heisman. Manning is still the
leading candidate, with Marshall
wideout Randy Moss, Texas run-
ning back Ricky Williams and
Wisconsin running back Ron
Dayne all deserving mention.
OTH Trivia Question
from last issue: Who comprised
the 1988 Cleveland Indians'
Bullpen from Hell? Answer:
These men will go down as leg-
ends in baseball history: Keith
Atherton, Chris Codiroli, Jeff
Dedmon, Bill Laskey and Dan
Schatzeder, whose combined
ERA was 5.44. No, Ed Vande
Berg was not on the team then.
Due to the huge number of
cards and letters I received with
regard to last week's question,
here is more obscure, 1980s In-
dians trivia: What reliever, nick-
named "The Rat," effectively set
up closer Ernie Camacho in the
Tribe's run to a 75-8- 7 record in
1984?
The hunt
Upstart Marlins become
BY FRED BIERMAN
AND MACADAM GLINN
Senior Staff Columnists
The hunt for a teal October
continued Tuesday night as the
surprising Marlins knocked off the
most dominant team in baseball in
the 90s for a four games to two
series win over the Braves. Led by
outstanding pitching by Livan
Hernandez and Kevin Brown, the
Marlins continue to be the guttiest
team in baseball. Hernandez, as a
rookie, won two games including
his LCS record-tyin- g, fifteen
strikeout performance on Sunday
(and was named series MVP)
while Brown battled Greg Maddux
on his way to a no-decisi- on in
game one and a victory in game
six. Both Florida and Atlanta
swept their opponents 3-- 0 in the
opening round, setting the stage for
the National League showdown. In
the end it would be the Marlins
who prevailed, no thanks to their
.200 average for the series, in part
due to the great defense of young
stars like Charles Johnson, Edgar
Renteria, and Craig Counsell and
from the heart and determination
they brought to each game.
Perhaps Kevin Brown said it
best after the final game in Atlanta,
"All year, all anyone talked about
was the money. Whatever. I guar-
antee there is more heart in that
dugout as any in baseball." Given
the injuries the Marlins had to
overcome this year, and their pro-
pensity for come-from-behi- nd
wins (leading the major leagues in
that stat), it's hard to argue with
"K" Brown's logic.
The Marlins still have a tough
road ahead of them, as they must
take on the Indians in the World
Series. The Indians knocked off a
injury-deplete- d Yankees team in
the first round in typical AL fash-
ion, with rock 'em, sock 'em hit-
ting performances on both sides.
The Indians then clinched the
World Series berth last night with
their 1-- 0 win in extra innings.
It's easy to overlook all the
exciting things that took place out-
side of major league baseball, par-
ticularly these past couple of Sat-
urdays, but that's why we here at
OTH make the bukoo bucks. And
there is no better place to start than
an upset of number one.
The scrappy LSU Tigers met
Steve Spurrier's number one
ranked powerhouse, the defending
champion Florida Gators, in front
of 80,000 rollicking, roaring fans
in Baton Rouge. Doug Johnson,
touted as Danny Wuerfful's "air-it-o- ut
apparent," threw four inter-
ceptions as the Tigers shut down
Florida's vaunted passing attack.
LSU succeeded where many oth-
ers have failed: it denied Florida
the big completion and pressured
Johnson on his short passes (he
was sacked five times).
Comcrback Cedric Donaldson had
two of the four interceptions and
two dazzling returns on top of that
for a teal
quickest team in history
(one for 68 yards to set up the first
touchdown and another for 31
yards).
Penn State came from behind
to knock off the young and surpris-
ing Ohio State Buckeyes. Behind
Curtis Enis' 211 yards, including
114 in the fourth quarter, the
Nittany Lions erased the stigma of
last year's 38-- 7 mauling by Ohio
State. They also quieted critics
who claimed their perfect record
was due to an easy early schedule.
Combined with Florida's loss, the
Lions have slipped into the num-
ber one spot in the polls, and have
emerged as the team to beat for the
remainder of the season.
Nebraska, seen more often
lately on the police blotter than in
the sports pages, has stealthily slid
into the number two spot. With the
nation's number one ranked of-
fense including a legitimate pass-
ing attack, led by Scott Frost (who
has been anything but cold), the
Huskers are once again a squad to
be reckoned with.
We'd also like to acknowl-
edge a few more outstanding per-
formances. Firstly, there is North
Carolina's remarkable rise to the
number four ranking in the coun-
try. Their defense continued to
impress with a stilling 30-1- 2 vic-
tory over Georgia Tech, after a first
half scare. Auburn, behind 355
yards and four touchdowns by
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Water polo improves
in second tournament
BY CAROLYN HANDE
Sports Editor
The Kenyon Water Polo team
successfully completed its second
tournament over Oct. 4-- 5 at Ohio
Northern University winning
games over Ohio Northern and
Findlay and putting up great tights
over top ranked teams, Miami of
Ohio and University of Dayton.
Although handicapped with
only seven players and no substi-
tutes the first day and only eight
the next day, Kenyon was able to
compete with some of the best,
showing great improvement over
their first tournament.
Kenyon's first match was
against host Ohio Northern Uni-
versity, who fell to Kenyon's three
shutout quarters 11-- 4. The second
match against Miami University
proved less victorious for Kenyon,
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October
to reach World Series
quarterback Dameyune Craig, de-
stroyed Louisiana Tech 49-1- 3 but
have an important showdown with
an angry Florida squad next week.
Tennessee beat Georgia 38-1- 3 be-
hind Peyton Manning's 343 yards,
on their way to once more prov-
ing Steve Spurrier's adage, "You
can't spell Citrus Bowl without
UT." Quarterback Duante
Culpepper of the newly Division I
University of Central Florida foot-
ball team continued to impress,
completing his first 15 passes
against Samford in leading UCF
to another improbable victory.
PRO FOOTBALL SHOUT-OUT- S:
To Jacksonville Jaguars
running back James Stewart (a U
of M grad) who ran for 102 yards
and 5 touchdowns in a win over
PhilIy...Dan Marino, who proved
all his doubters wrong (including
us at OTH) by throwing for 372
yards and two touchdowns in a big
win over the Jets... Barry Sanders
(who we said was running better
than ever) ran for 215 yards and
two touchdowns witliout a fullback
(sorry Bobby Ross). ..Irving Fryar
continued to show that rumors of
his demise are vastly exaggerated,
catching 10 passes for 124 yards
and 3 touchdowns. ..Danny
Kannell started his first game at
quarterback as the surprising Gi-
ants moved to 4-- 3 by beating the
Cardinals 27-1- 3.
losing 8-1- 3, but no less success-
ful.
The next match was against
Findlay, and this time Kenyon
pulled together with a strong team
effort and succeeded in capturing
a 20-2- 5 victory.
Kenyon's final game was
against the University of Dayton,
ranked third in the nation. Al-
though Kenyon lost 8-1- 6, Dayton
was forced to change their game
plan and adjust to Kenyon's game.
A crucial two-poi- nt goal by Matt
D' Amour '99 right before the half
kept Kenyon in the game at 4-- 7.
D' Amour added two more along
with Jim Hinckley '98, while
Torsten Seifert '98 and Mike Mar-
tin '99 added one.
This weekend, the team goes
into the conference championship
at Bowling Green, KY, as the fifth
seed with an overall record of 4-- 4.
CARMEL APPLET; H
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Ladies fare well at
cross country meet
BY CHARLIE PUGH
Staff Writer
The Kenyon women's cross-
country team had another strong
showing in the All-Oh- io invita-
tional last Saturday as the Ladies
took fourth place out of a field of
22 teams. Teams finishing ahead
of the Ladies included Baldwin
Wallace (1st), Denison (2nd), and
Wooster (3rd). The Ladies ran an
impressive race but unfortunately
were unable to catch the two con-
ference teams, Denison and
Wooster.
Kenyon boated three 'All
Ohio' runners, an honor earned in
finishing in the top 20. Leading the
Ladies was freshman standout Me-
lissa Hurley, finishing 8th overall
with a time of 19:27. GelseyLynn
'00 was 15th with a time of 19:43,
Christine Breiner '99 was 19th
with a time of 19:5 1, Molly Sharp
'01 was 38th with a time of 20: 17,
meet for us, though we would' ve
liked to finish ahead of Denison
and Wooster. It gives us a good
idea of where we stand and what
we need to do in preparation for
the NCAC meet."
The Ladies' next race is the
North Coast Athletic Conference
Championship meet on Saturday,
November 1. The race will be held
at Earlham College in Richmond,
Ind.
Lords cross country team
looks to 'get act together'
BY JOHN EGAN
Senior Staff Writer
The Lords finished seventh in
the All-Oh- io invitational this past
weekend, but most of the runners
characterized the meet as medio-
cre. Kenyon saw rival Denison run
away with fourth place, topping
the Lords by nearly 100 points.
Some consolation did come
from the trouncing of Ohio
Wesleyan and Wooster, the main
competition in the NCAC meet on
Nov. 1.
Quality races came from Ryan
Snyder '99, who placed 16th, and
Jason Miles '98 who took 33rd.
Dan Denning placed 12th in an-
other strong outing, but was beaten
by the Big Red's top two runners
for the first time this season.
"We ran OK," said Miles,
and Erica Neitz '01 was 55th with
a time of 20:44.
Coach Duane Gomez was
pleased with both the individual
and team performances on Satur-
day. "Melissa ran an outstanding
race and continues to run very
well. She was the second NCAC
finisherfin the meet. GelseyLynn
and Christine Breiner also had
strong races."
Disappointed that two confer-
ence teams beat Kenyon, Gomez
said, "It was a good mid-seaso- n
"But we need to get our act to-
gether."
Miles added that the good
news for Kenyon is Denison's tra-
ditional late-seaso- n fold. "They
usually peak at All-Ohi- o, and then
crumble towards the end of the
season, whereas we finish strong."
Coach Gomez attributed this
week's tough outing to poor strat-
egy, as the Lords failed to start well
or run as a group. "It's difficult to
pass on a tough course like that
when you're behind from the be-
ginning," he said.
Gomez added that the empha-
sis is on the conference champi-
onship, not the in-betw- een meets
which serve as a learning ground.
The team remains upbeat.
James Sheridan '00 said, "When
the season's over, nobody remem-
bers or cares who won All-Ohio- ."
MOT S3ATta
-- SUNDAY
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Upcoming Home Sports Contests
Saturday Women's soccer vs. Oberlin, 1 p.m. Mavec Field
Saturday Football vs. CVVRU, 1:30 p.m. McBriile Field
Saturday Men's soccer vs. OWU, 4 p.m. Mavec Field
Monday Women's soccer vs. Ohio Northern, 4 p.m. Mavec Field
Tuesday Field hockey vs. Depauw, 4 p.m. Waite Field
Wednesday Men's soccer vs. Denison, 4 p.m. Mavec Field
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Lords soccer beats Wooster, 4-- 2
The Lords soccer team
maintained its perfect record
against NCAC opposition yes
terday with a 4--2 victory over
Wooster at Mavec Field.
Coach Jack Detchon was
pleased by the performance of
his starting eleven. "We had ter-
rific goals and played good
soccer... if we had kept the first
team in, it could have been 6-0- ,"
Detchon said.
The Lords scored all four
goals in the first half with Elliott
Shay '98 opening the barrage in
the 7th minute with a header off
a cross from Biko Moyo 99.
Shay scored a second goal
twenty minutes later following
a shot from Mike Vassilopoulos
'98
Winger Tun Davey '01 con
tinued to impress the Lords'
faithful by scoring the 28th :
minute with a twenty yard blast '.'
into the high corner.
Olds finished the scoring
thirty seconds on a goal reminis-
cent of Marv Albert's blooper
reels. Later Olds' back was to
the goal when high ball in the ' ,
box landed on his shoulder and y
bounced into the net ;
Defensive play was led by i
John Moodey '98, Leon Blanche
'00, Phil Scully '99 and Harry :
Canellakis '01 who managed to ;
brake up Wooster's attacks and
to distribute the ball up the field. ;
Blanche commented after the ;
game, "Wooster is a good team, ;
but our first half performance J
was excellent,""
.
Volleyball
The Kenyon Ladies Volley-
ball team hopes to pull them-
selves out of a nine game losing
streak this Saturday as they take
on conference foes Ear lam and
Oberlin at Earlam.
Last night the Ladies fell in
five games to conference foe the
College ofWooster. The pasUwo K
weeks have been tough for '
Kenyon who also lost all four',
matches in the San Diego In vita j
tional on Oct.3-- 5 and both;
matches against Ohio Wesleyan.
University and Case Western f
Reserve this past Saturday. 1
The losses to Ohio Wesleyan ;
and Case were the first two con-- , ;
ferences losses of the year for the
Ladies soccer falls to Denison, 5-- 0
The Kenyon Ladies soccer
team lost 5-- 0 to Denison yester- -
day, falling to 1-- 3 in the NCAC . '
and 3-- 11 overall. The Ladies
were coming off losses to the!;1
College of Wooster and Heidel-
berg College, 7-- 0 and 8-- 0 respec-
tively.
The Ladies played a strong
first half against defending con
HIGHLIGHTS FROM OTHER FALL SPORTS i
.;.-t-r-- .
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Phil Scully '99 and Kelsey Olds'99
On the eve of October break
the Lords defeated Hiram 3-- 1 on
the road in a hard fought victory
over a tenacious home side. Weak-
ened by the: iujury to midfield
playmaker Moyo and the absence
of Blanche, the Lords remaining
players showed that they can still
control a match without their pre-
mier passer and stalwart defender.
In the 26th minute, Andre
Kalufanya '99, coming on as a
substitute for Shay, made an im-
mediate impact by heading in a
cornerkick by Greg Stephenson
'00 for the first goal of the game.
Six minutes later, the Lords
won another cornerkick from the
right side of the field using the
looks to snap streak
Ladies. Although defeated, setter
Stephine Goes'Ol recorded a sea-
son high of 62 set assists against
OWU as Maggie Beeler boasted a
personal and team high of 19 kills.
f While enjoying the sunny
weather of California on Oct 3, the
skies at were grey on the court for
! the Ladies. In their first and best
game of the weekend, the Ladies
lost a hard fought match to Colo-
rado College, losing in five games
16-14,15-- 13,
13-15,13-15,1-
3-16.
Rea Oberwetter '99 lead the of-
fense with 18 kills followed by
Maggie Beeler '00 with 16. The
Ladies defeated Colorado defen-
sively, controlling the first- - two
games and earning Kenyon a sea
ference champions the College of
Wooster, but the Lady Scots tal-
lied five goals in the second half
and left the Ladies scoreless.
Kenyon 's junior goalie Becky
Sanford recorded a season-hig- h
eighteen saves, but Kenyon could
not get the offense in gear for the
latter segment.
The Ladies have five games
'4
f t
Kasiie Sclicrer
both contest a shot on goal.
identical Stepheson-Kalufany- a
combo, giving' the Lords a 2-- 0
lead into halfUme.
w.M a; Goalkeeper Chris Schilling
1 Swas1 challenged repeatedly in
the second half turning away sev
eral excellent shots and crosses
to preserve the Lords' lead. Olds
scored in the 82nd minute, beat
ing Hiram's defense with a shot
off the right post.
The Lords face their most
important test of the season on
Saturday, facing their arch-riva- ls
Ohio Wesleyan at Mavec Field
The Lords hope to avenge last
year's disappointing 2-- 2 draw in
Delaware. Kickoff is at 4pm.
- Shawn Slaven
sonal high of 103 digs, lead by
Erin Wimmers '99 and Stephine
Goes '01. Michelle Salisbury '00
held her own defending at the net
. with five block assists.
The Ladies faced Pomona
Pitzer in their second game, win-
ning the first game 15-- 6 but los-
ing die match in the next three
with scores of 9-1- 5, 10-15,6-- 15.
On the 4th, the Ladies still
could not muster up a will to win.
They began their first game on
Saturday morning with a loss to
Occidential College 11-15,8-- 15,
6-1- 5, followed by a loss of 3-1- 5,
5-1- 6, 4-1- 5 to the University of
California at San Diego.
Kassie Scherer
left in regular season play, and
head coach Scott Thielke hopes
Kenyon can still finish in the
top three of the NCAC by win-
ning the remainder of their
games.
Kenyon takes on Oberlin
this Saturday at Mavec Field.
Kick-of- f is 1 p.m.
Molly Preble
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Ladies field hockey on rollercoaster ride
Ladies have defeated top-rank- ed Witt and fallen
to fourth-ranke- d Denison in last two weeks '
BY ASHLEY GRABLE
StaffWriter
As the Kenyon College field
-- iockey team prepares for the final
two weeks of its season, important
matches of the past two weeks are
still fresh in the players' minds.
Yesterday the Ladies walked
away with a win over conference
foe College of Wooster, edging out
the Scots 2-- 1. Phoebe Walker '98
and Michelle de Tamowsky '99
were responsible for the two
Kenyon goals while Erika Prahl
'00 clinched 14 saves.
Also included in their past six
games are the dramatic double
overtime victory of Oct. 4, over the
previously undefeated team of
Wittenberg University, and the 5-- 1
loss just three days later to the
fourth ranked team of Denison
University.
The 2-- 1 win over the Lady
Tigers of Wittenberg brought an
end to Witt's nine-gam- e winning
streak and elevated the Kenyon
Ladies to a tie for first place in the
North Coast Athletic Conference
in the standings of Oct. 5.
Kenyon's winning goal was
scored with, only 57 seconds re-
maining in the second overtime
period by Christina Rimelspach
Lords football stumbles in fourth quarter, Denison
Lords prepare for
CWRU on Saturday
.
BY MATT ROBINSON
StaffWriter
The ill-fat- ed Hindenburg
made it as far as New Jersey be-
fore self-destructi- ng; last Saturday
at Denison, the Lords dominated
the Big Red for three quarters be-
fore falling victim to a zeppelin-esqu- e
implosion committing four
turnovers and allowing 24 unan-
swered fourth quarter points to fall
by a final of 31-2- 1.
Deadlocked at seven, the
Lords scored on the opening drive
of the third quarter on a five yard
Terry Parmalee '99 to Tony
Callander '99 touchdown pass.
Beginning at their own 48, the
Lords' drive benefitted from a 23-yj- ud
Anthony Togliatd '99 carry
to the Denison 29. With the missed
extra point, the Lords led 13-- 7.
With backfield mate Devin
Johnson '98 injured, the bulk of the
inning game fell on Togliatti,
rushing for a game-hig- h 184 yards
on 34 carries including a 60-ya- rd
touchdown scamper in the first
half.
The Lords then made it 21-- 7
pn Togliatti's second touchdown,
this time a one-yar- d plunge with
just under four minutes remaining
in the quarter. The scoring drive
'98. Rimelspach was named the
NCAC Player of the Week for her
dramatic goal.
The first goal of the match for
Kenyon came with only 2:56 re-
maining in regulation time, when
Carrie Moore 99, on an assist
from Jenn Lindley '01, scored to
tie the game 1-- 1.
Wittenberg was held to only
one goal for the game, as the de-
fense of seniors Sara Reish,
Gretchen Muller and Walker con-
tributed a standout effort to the
match.
Prahl emerged from the game
with the best effort of her career,
stopping 13 of Wittenberg's 19
shots on goal, including a crucial
penalty shot and three consecutive 1
close-i- n shots by the Tigers in
overtime.
Head coach Rebecca
Lanseigne credited Prahl with an
"unbelievable game," saying that
she "was absolutely on Fire."
Prahl's fire, which was shared
by many of her teammates, en-
abled them to play "with a lot of
heart," said Lanseigne, "and that's
what it takes to win overtime
games."
That fire was quickly doused
on Oct. 7, as the Kenyon field
hockey team was handed a disap--
.
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Terry Parmelee '99 gets taken down by two Ohio Wesleyan defenders. The
including last week's contest at Denison 31-2- 1.
was spurred by a 56-ya- rd comple-
tion from Parmalee to Mat
Glassman '99 on a crucial third
and one at their own 30. The suc-
cessful two-poi- nt conversion
capped an impressive 7-pl- ay 80-ya- rd
march.
The apocalyptic fourth began
harmlessly enough as an apparent
three-and-o- ut series forced the Big
Red to punt. But after a Kenyon
fumble on the ensuing kick,
Denison cut the lead to seven af-
ter a 41-ya- rd scoring strike.
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Sara Reish '98 fights for possession
pointing 5-- 1 loss by the Big Red
of Denison.
Despite the fact that the La-
dies had won the previous three
games in a row against Denison,
including a 2-- 1 overtime victory
in Granville earlier this season,
they were unable to stop the offen-
sive attack during the second half,
when Denison scored four of their
five goals.
Kenyon's only goal of the
Kenyon would stall on their
successive drive at their own 44.
The Lords still looked to be in
good shape, however, after a 31-ya- rd
Glassman punt pinned the Big
Red at their own 23. But on third-and-t- wo
at the Denison 42, Big
Red running back Dan Hayes
broke through the left side for a 58-ya- rd
touchdown rumble. Hayes
would finish with 105 yards on 15
carries, 61 of those coming in the
fourth.
After taking possession at
of the ball while Gretchen Muller '98
match was recorded by Moore on
an assist from Walker, with 18:22
left in the second half.
Walker's contribution set a
new Kenyon record for career as-
sists, giving her a total of 19 as-
sists from 1994 through the
present.
During the weekend of Octo-
ber break, the Kenyon field hockey
team traveled to Frostburg State
University, where they were de
yCusic Sclicicr
Lords have dropped three in a row,
their own 27, Kenyon would drive
as far as the 46 before turning the
ball over again this time via a
Parmalee interception at the
Denison 43. Three plays later the
Big Red took the lead for good al-
ter a 16-ya- rd touchdown at the
third-and-te- n.
The Lords had one more op-
portunity to tie it up, but Parmalee
would be intercepted for the sec-
ond time at his own 10 with 3:16.
The Kenyon defense held, forcing
a field goal attempt with just over
Knssie Sclierer
(5) looks on.
feated 3-- 0 by FSU and 3-- 2 by
Randolph-Maco- n.
The challenge of playing such
strong teams was rewarding, ac-
cording to team captain Walker,
noting Sunday's game in which the
Ladies lost by only one goal.
The Kenyon Ladies will con-
tinue their season on Tuesday,
hosting DePauw University in a 4
p.m. game at Waite Field.
wins 31-2- 1
THIS WEEK'S RESULTS
Sat. L at Denison, 31-2- 1
Record: 1- -4 (1-- 3 NCAC)
Next game: Sat. vs. CWRU
a minute left to effectively decide
the game. Big Red kicker Ben
Goldstein nailed a 31 yarder giv-
ing Denison the final ten point
cushion and giving Kenyon its
third straight loss and a 1- -4 (1-- 3)
record.
Unlike the old adage, "Big
plays determine big games," the
Lords fell to Ohio Wesleyan 12-1- 3
in a heartbreaking homecom-
ing game on Oct. 4.
Negating a stellar Kenyon
defensive effort, Bishops quarter-
back Mark Hanawalt hit wideout
Ty Stillman for a decisive 45-ya- rd
scoring play with just 42 seconds
remaining in the game, silencing
the alumni-packe- d stands.
Kenyon would have one more
chance to catch the Bishops, tak-
ing over alter a touchback at the
20. But on the second-and-nin- e
from their own 39, Bishop line-
backer Nick Brown stepped in
front of a Parmalee pass giving
OWU the ball and their first win
of the year.
The Lords look to turn it
around this Saturday in their final
conference meeting against Case
Western Reserve.
